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of

New York

We can’t help with traffic, but
WE CAN SPEED UP YOUR DELIVERY

Dear Friends:
It is my honor to join New York City Monthly in welcoming you to the greatest city in the world.
New York City is home to people from every state in the country and every country on Earth, and we
want you to think of this as your home, too.
So while you take in an incomparable Broadway show and tour incredible sites like the Statue of
Liberty and Central Park, remember to leave time to see our city the way New Yorkers do, too.
No trip to New York City should ever begin and end in just one borough. We are a city of five
incredible boroughs, and the greatest treasures in our city are often off the beaten path. Spend an
afternoon at the Brooklyn Museum and its collection of ancient Egyptian art. Take the 7 train out to
Flushing, Queens and step into New York City’s largest Chinatown. Walk the boardwalk on Staten
Island’s south shore and see some of the best beaches anywhere in the northeast. Sit down to an
Italian dinner you’ll never forget on legendary Arthur Avenue in the Bronx.
Whether this is your first time here or just one of many visits, we want you to experience this city the
way we do. And if you’re in need of more ideas for your trip, just ask a New Yorker. We never miss a
chance to share a recommendation—or an opinion.
Enjoy your stay. And on behalf of all New Yorkers: welcome!
Sincerely,
AQUAZZURA
$795

Bill de Blasio
Mayor of the City of New York

Editor's Letter
Welcome to NYC Monthly Magazine! This month’s issue is all about simplifying
the city that never sleeps. Spend your days seeing the sights, shopping 5th Avenue,
and enjoying the greatest cuisine in the world! Inside you’ll see we’ve highlighted the
best restaurants, shopping, and entertainment in the city to make the most of your
visit. Whether you plan to spend the day sauntering through Soho or singing along to
the incredible shows on Broadway, NYC Monthly has you covered!

ENJOY FREE TWO-DAY SHIPPING* ON BG.COM WITH THE CODE: HAMPTONS

Looking for the best ways to celebrate summer in NYC? Then read on! The July Issue
features everything from American cuisine to outdoor concerts you can't miss! We are
here to show you the way and invite you to take in everything New York has to offer in
the month of July.
Enjoy your stay!

5TH AVENUE AT 58TH STREET BG.COM 800 967 3788
Meghan Rowe Feola, Editor
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*FREE SHIPPING ON MOST ITEMS WITHIN THE UNITED STATES. EXCLUDED ITEMS (OVERSIZED, VENDOR-SHIPPED, ETC.) NOTED AT CHECKOUT. FOR COMPLETE
DETAILS AND RESTRICTIONS VISIT BG.COM. FOR TWO-DAY SHIPPING, ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BY 12PM. OFFER VALID THROUGH JULY 1, 2015, AT 11:59 AM ET.

CONCIERGE SERVICES
Photo credit: Adrian Wilson

Finding theater, sports and
event tickets within
your budget
………
Finding tickets to sold-out
performances, games
and shows
………
Booking tickets for
attractions and tours
………
Planning tours that fit what
you want to see, in the time
you have available
………
Recommending and
reserving restaurants
………
Arranging transportation
(airport shuttles, private
cars, limos, etc.)
………
Arranging helicopter rides,
dinner cruises, and day trips
………
Creating special occasions
(flowers, champagne, gift
baskets, cakes, etc.)
………
Making spa reservations
………
Arranging babysitting, pet
services, couriers, on-call
doctors or other
special needs

Yotel Reception Desk

T

he French were onto something. Establishing a concierge as
a warden to an apartment or hotel not only provided guests
with services and amenities to ease their quality of life...they also
provided an expertise that enhanced their enjoyment of it. And
so, NYC caught on.
Concierge service is still widely available in many of the city’s
premier hotels and is provided with the goal to make your stay both
comfortable and memorable. As trained professionals, concierges
offer services that range from arranging airport shuttles to
finding last-minute theater tickets or dinner reservations.
Consider your concierge a "go-to" person for just about anything, whether it’s a simple need or a big, big wish. A great concierge knows how to make things happen and knows the right
people to contact to get things done.
While magazines and the Internet can be fantastic travel
companions, there is nothing quite as attentive and skilled as the
classic concierge. Check in, say “hello” and take it seriously when
they ask “How can I help you?”....because they truly can!

If your hotel concierge has helped you, whether it was securing
reservations for dinner, ordering theater tickets, or arranging a
special event, please note that gratuity is appreciated.
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10. American Art.

Get ready for some MoMA magic.
Art lovers will want to make a point
of checking out one of the Museum
of Modern Art’s latest and greatest
exhibitions: Andy Warhol: Campbell’s
Soup Cans and Other Works, 19531967. The Campbell collection consists
of 32 different canvases made up of – you
guessed it – Campbell’s soups, which will
be presented in a single line that expands
around the entire length of one room.
Visitors are then free to peruse each
individual frame and admire the various
details that subtly distinguish one can
from the other. You’ll never look at a soup
can the same way ever again. And, as
an added bonus, other early works from
Warhol’s world-renowned career will also
be on display for your viewing pleasure as
well. (11 W. 53rd St.)

1. Riverside Suds.
Riverside Suds.

Why settle for just any old bar when
you can live it up at a classy venue right
on the water? Located mere steps from
South Street Seaport, Watermark Bar
& Lounge provides a serene and stylish
setting for its patrons no matter the
occasion. Not only can customers indulge
in a variety of signature cocktails and
mouth-watering burgers, but they can
do so all while overlooking a stunning
panoramic view of the East River. When
it comes to relaxation, it doesn’t get
much better than this! (78 South St.)

9. Broadway in Bryant Park.
Summer theatrics at its finest.

Central Park may get all of the attention most days, but
in the summertime, Bryant Park is where the action is
at. Broadway action, that is. Beginning every Thursday
from 7/9-8/13, Bryant Park will play host to an endless
variety of musical productions that can all be found on the
Great White Way. These midday, hour-long concerts allow
onlookers the chance to see cast members perform famous
numbers from all of your Broadway favorites, including
Phantom of the Opera, Mamma Mia, and many more. And
the best part is, it’s absolutely free! So grab some lunch and
a blanket and get ready to experience the best picnic you’ve
ever had. (Sixth Ave. and 42nd St.)

8. Magic at the Marquis.

2. America’s Pastime.

Penn & Teller take on
Broadway.

It doesn’t get better than a day at
the ballpark.
What better way to celebrate this
country’s independence than by reveling
in the joy of America’s favorite pastime?
Take a trip to the legendary Yankee
Stadium this Fourth of July and watch
as the New York Yankees battle the
Tampa Bay Rays for nine innings
worth of athleticism at its finest. All
you need is a ballpark hot dog and
ice-cold beer, and the sense of pride and
patriotism will just start flowing out of
you well before any fireworks start. Our
Founding Fathers wouldn’t want it any
other way. (1 E. 161st St.)

3. Stars &
Nautical Stripes.

Are you itching for a magical
night on the town? Well then,
Penn & Teller’s Broadway
return is exactly what you’re
looking for and so much more.
Running from 7/7-8/16 at the
Marquis, these master magicians will make the impossible
possible. Their act will include
elements from their ongoing
show at Las Vegas’ The Rio as
well as old classics from their
legendary performances. Trust
us, this is one show nobody
should miss. You simply won’t
be able to believe your eyes!
(1535 Broadway)

7. Who Wants S’more?

Pizza like you’ve never experienced it before.
Just when you think pizza couldn’t get any better, Catch NY ups the
ante by turning this American staple into the ultimate dessert. Allow us
to introduce you to the s’mores pizza. And yes, it really is as amazing as
it sounds. Sprinkled with graham cracker crumbs and topped with gooey
chocolate and roasted homemade marshmallows, this genius invention
proves to be a thin slice of heaven. After just one bite, we guarantee you’ll
want s’more. (21 9th Ave.)

When stylish meets
patriotism.

It just wouldn’t be
summer if you didn’t add
a few stars and stripes
into your wardrobe. And
it just so happens that
no one place can provide
a better nautical stripe
ensemble than Ralph
Lauren. Whether you’re
looking for something
to wear to the beach or
simply stroll through the
city streets, this selection
will make you feel sporty
with an all-American
elegance no matter
the occasion. (global.
ralphlauren.com)
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6. Taking (Lady) Liberties.

Celebrate patriotism at America’s greatest landmark.

5. Bust A Move.

Dancing With the Stars meets Radio City.

4. BBQ in the Big Apple.

Summer grilling season is here.
Nothing hits the spot better than a summer BBQ feast. And luckily,
NYC has everything you need to bring your soul food desires to
life thanks to fine culinary institutions like Blue Smoke. This
establishment offers up a vast array of smoked meats and fresh
produce that are guaranteed to bring an extra layer of Southern
comfort to your meal. From fried chicken and biscuits to pastramispiced short ribs, this place has everything you need to send your
taste buds into overdrive and begging for more. (116 E. 27th St.)

Music and dance lovers will want to shimmy on over to
see Radio City Musical Hall’s next big attraction: MOVE
LIVE on TOUR. Featuring Dancing With the Stars siblings Julianne and Derek Hough, this one-night only
spectacular dance production will include a wide range of
solo, duet, and group performances that range from ballroom and salsa to tap and hip-hop, and so much more.
Between the high energy and phenomenal costumes, you
won’t be able to stop yourself from joining in on the fun.
But hurry – the party kicks off on 7/9 starting at 8 p.m.
(1260 Avenue of the Americas)

Nothing will put you in a more patriotic mood this Fourth of July
season than a trip to the very place where freedom and opportunity
reign. Of course, I’m referring to The Statue of Liberty in all
her blazing glory. Thought of as one of America’s most notable
landmarks, Lady Liberty is a national symbol of hope that proves
how truly great this country can be. So whether you’re interested in
making that big climb up to the crown or simply buying a take-home
souvenir from their museum gift shop, this excursion is the perfect
way to further appreciate our nation’s impressive history. (Liberty
Island)

Written by Kelly Schremph

Bolden your
blues this
summer with
these four
American
denim
designers

JEANS
RED, WHITE & BLUE
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f anything embodies not only the American
look but also the American dream, it’s
denim. From its days as a cheap necessity
in the Great Depression to now, when it comes
as investment pieces with name tags like Prada
and Louis Vuitton, it’s a classic success story.
In the spirit of July’s celebration of American
pride, here are four brands built upon the little
fabric that could.

SH

O

PP

of products from underwear to runway
collections, but the jeans section is still
the most popular. (Madison Ave. at 60th St.)

IN

Given that its launch was in San Francisco
in 1969¬—the heart and heyday of all things
denim—The Gap is undeniably one of
America’s most famous, far-reaching denim
brands. With an all-encompassing (and aptly
named) 1969 line, there’s no shortage of
When 7 For All Mankind denim first hit options at the Gap, and all at affordable prices.
the racks in 2000, it was an instant success. There are dark, tailored washes that can pair
The California brand’s rectangle tag sewn on with a blouse and blazer for the office; t here
back pockets was nothing if not
are cheeky hip-huggers waiting
the green light to the millennium’s
for a pair of stilettos and some
Blue jeans
rise of designer denim. Known for
nightlife. For men, there are
wouldn’t be as heavy dark washes and shorts just
being thick with a slight stretch,
low-rise, and with a contrasting
ubiquitous as the right length; elastic-wasted
side-seam, 7 jeans have that
and flared for kids. And there
they are if it
great attribute of being able to
are also colors galore, everything
be dressed up or dressed down
weren’t for the from bright whites to pastels and
at will. In the brand’s first New
bold primaries. The Gap’s Herald
genius of
York outlet opened in SoHo in
Square outpost is perhaps its most
2008, white shelves and dark
comprehensive New York store,
Calvin Klein
wood display overalls and jumpers,
but white walls, wooden furniture,
short shorts and jackets, boyfriend
and groovy Motown music are
jeans and skinnies with rhinestone-encrusted staples in all locaitons, for vibes as American
back pockets. There’s also menswear, kidswear, as the clothing. (34th St. at Broadway)
and a full line of casual wear that has nothing
Of-the-moment jean brands come and go,
to do with denim at all, except for the fact that
but if one will assuredly always be there, it’s
it pairs fantastically with it. (West Broadway
Levi’s. Dating back to 1853 when Bavarian
nr. Broome St.)
immigrant Levi Strauss opened a dry goods
Blue jeans wouldn’t be as ubiquitous as they store in San Francisco, the brand has been
are if it weren’t for the genius of Calvin Klein. the cult-favorite of just about every breed of
The Bronx-born designer gave jeans a sexy subculture, from hippies to punk rockers to
new image beginning in the mid-70s with new summer camp preppies. Why? Because their
flattering styles, emblazoning back pockets blue pants have a magical way of improving
with his name as a status-symbol of sorts, and lower-halves of every shape and size. Although
later, those racy Kate Moss campaigns that Levi’s are found in most department stores,
completely shook up the advertising industry the brand’s Broadway flagship is the place
too. Coming in bootlegs, flares, straight-legs, to go for any denim want and need, though
and skinnies, CKs still exude that Americana its endless options can feel overwhelming.
image they first became famous for—nothing If that’s the case, look to the brand’s capsule
too fancy, washed but not distressed, well- collections: Made and Crafted for premium
fitted, and in all shades of blue (though nothing denim, Vintage Clothing for archival-based
says summer like that light, sky hue woven styles, and Commuter designed for bicyclers
with flecks of white). His multi-story, glass- and anyone on-the-go. (Broadway nr. 44th St.)
filled Manhattan flagship houses his full range
Written by Gabrielle Lipton
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America n Fa re
Fro m b u rg e rs to cavia r, th ese resta u ra nts se rve Am e rica n c uisin e at its fin est

T

he great thing about American cuisine
is that it has it all, from burgers and
beers to lobster, caviar, and cocktails,
often incorporating flavors of other global
cuisines as well. In New York, these four
restaurants serve up some of the finest fair
with unmistakably American style.
Some may say that American fare doesn’t
carry the same gravitas as other world
cuisines, but Gotham Bar & Grill can
easily prove that wrong. With a Michelin
Star and numerous applauses from the
city’s top food critics, Gotham is known for
the diversity and inventiveness of its menu,
put forth by the James Beard–awarded chef
Alfred Portale. Its yellowfin tuna tartare is
reputed as one of the city’s best appetizers,
prepared with Japanese cucumber, shiso
leaf, and miso-ginger vinaigrette; Jamaicanspiced Niman Ranch pork chops come with
braised escarole and roasted pineapple
chutney. Five Spice Duck verges happily on
cliché with Chinese broccoli, forbidden rice,
and plum-ginger emulsion; Maine lobster
comes with leek fondue and clam chowder.
Indeed, the menu has a fair share of those
token dishes American cuisine has pulled
from around the world and made its own—
call it praise of the great melting pot. (12th
St. nr. Fifth Ave.)

Hunt & Fish - Green Room
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Back in the frigid gusts of January, the
all-American fashion king Ralph Lauren
opened a restaurant that immediately
became the refuge of choice for the city’s
stylish set. Adjacent to the Fifth Avenue
Polo Ralph Lauren flagship, the Polo Bar
Restaurant is Lauren’s third restaurant in
the world—following on the heels of RL in
Chicago and Ralph’s in Paris—and the fare
is most at home here. The subterranean,
mahogany-filled restaurant feels like
you’re in the library of a Rockefeller with
its leather banquettes and tableware
emblazoned with the restaurant’s name in
blocky typeface. But for all its pomp, the
food is comfortingly casual and generously
portioned—kale Caesar salad, pigs in a
blanket, hearty chili, crab cakes, a $55 rib
eye, and the intimidatingly juicy and towerlike Polo Bar Burger. Craft beers, classic

RE

ST
cocktails, and a wine
AU
list round out the menu
RA
that has already been enjoyed
N
TS
by everyone from Woody Allen to
Vogue editors Instagramming their
meals. And save room for dessert; the
pecan pie and Polo Bar Brownie are not to
be missed. (55th St. nr. Fifth Ave.)
Steakhouses certainly have roots farreaching—France,
Japan,
Korea—but
the legacy of New York steakhouses has
established them firmly on American soil
unlike anywhere else. Nowhere in the world
do steakhouses come with as much glittery
grandeur as New York City. The most
glamorous newcomer is Hunt & Fish in
Times Square, where diners get dressed to the
nines for long, boozy meals of prime meats.
The restaurant’s two floors are outfitted
with an enormous chrome centerpiece
chandelier, some 55,000 pounds of marble,
and art from Roy Nachum—an ambiance
made to match the even grander fare. It’s a
classic steakhouse menu embellished with
delicacies such as an impressive selection of
caviar, a raw bar of fine seafood, wild boar,
and imported Mediterranean branzino.
(44th St. nr. Seventh Ave.)
It’s only fitting that arguably America’s
finest theater would be accompanied by
a fine American restaurant, those being
Lincoln Center and Lincoln Center
Kitchen, respectively. Set in Avery Fisher
Music Hall, the restaurant opened last fall
with seasonal fine-dining that’s American
through and through, from the American
caviar served with the deviled eggs
appetizer to the main courses listed under
“American Classics” to the American craft
brews on tap. Many ingredients come locally
from New York as well: the Brooklyn-grown
kale served under spicy yogurt, pine nuts,
and parmesan; the New York cheddar on the
deluxe short-rib burger, the gravlax cured
in-house. A frittata, turkey club salad, and
spaghetti may sound too homey for fine fare,
but the picture-perfect presentations and
soundtrack of New York Philharmonic make
the whole experience worthy of an ovation.
(Avery Fisher Hall, Lincoln Center Plaza)
Written by Gabrielle Lipton
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SUMMER

SETS
Expect fireworks all month long
with these headlining acts

The heat is on this summer - July has some
of the world's greatest entertainers coming to
New York City. Singer-songwriter superstar
Meghan Trainor doo-wops over to JBL at Pier
97 July 31 and alt-rock band X Ambassadors
electrifies Central Park's SummerStage July
22 (exclusive interviews on the following
pages). Get ready to rock with Smashing
Pumpkins and Marilyn Manson July 31
at Jones Beach and Foo Fighters July
15 and 16 at Citi Field. Country music
superstar Shania Twain shimmies July
1 at Nassau Coliseum and July 7 at
the Prudential Center while 80s new
wave band Culture Club parties it
up July 27 and 28 at the Beacon
Theatre. If you are looking for hot
emerging acts, Australian singersongwriter Courtney Barnett
takes over Terminal 5 on July
22. As we do each month, NYC
Monthly is spotlighting these
other showstopping tours:

Taylor Swift
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The world got a taste of Taylor Swift's pop Kelly has been a mainstay in popular
ER
TS
leanings with "We Are Never Ever Getting Back music. Lovers and singles alike can check
Together," and "22" but never before have we seen out his current tour hitting the Prudential
the pop princess in full pop star mode until her Center (Newark) July 18 with special guests
"1989 World Tour." America's sweetheart will Floetry. Sometimes a voice is so powerful, that
always be a country darling, but she's charmed it is enough to draw massive crowds, and that is
the pop world, already racking up three #1s the case with R. Kelly, who has sold 40 million
on the Billboard Hot 100 from her most recent albums and collected numerous major awards
album "1989," with "Shake It Off," "Blank Space" over the years. Though "Snake" and "Thoia
and her summer smash "Bad Blood". Swift Thoing" are expected to be crowd-pleasers, it will
plays Metlife Stadium July 10 and 11. Beyond be interesting to see which of his iconic ballads
the current pop fare, favorites like "Love Story" (like "The World's Greatest") will be performed
and "You Belong With Me" are expected to draw as well, including his diva-supported duets "I'm
huge cheers, as these were the songs that built Your Angel" and "I Look To You," recorded with
Swift's career and fanbase. The
Celine Dion and Whitney Houston,
costumes are more sleek than ever,
respectively. Kelly's Lady Gaga
Santos was
the production value is higher, and
collab "Do What U Want" would be
recently crowned a welcome surprise and "Gotham
song arrangements that will keep
everyone on their toes. Stilettoed
would be especially fitting
Artist of the Year City"
toes at that.
for the New York area. Expect the
screams to go into high gear for
Bronx native Romeo Santos and his superstar
timeless ballad "I Believe I Can
grew up living close to Yankee
Fly" and the inescapable weekend
status
continues
to
Stadium, to find out years later he
jam "Ignition (Remix)" - cause
would be performing two sold-out be on the rise with
when "it's the freakin' weekend"
shows there in 2014. The former
know it's time for some R.
teen star from the wildly popular
two #1 albums you
Kelly.
Dominican foursome Aventura was
the lead singer and went off as a solo artist in
You can't get much bigger than U2 - their
2011 becoming a phenomenon in the Latin music longevity from the 80s to the 90s and beyond is
world. Santos was recently crowned Artist of almost unheard of in rock music. U2 has eight
the Year and his superstar status continues to shows scheduled from July 18 through 31 while
be on the rise with two #1 albums, more #1 hits on their "iNNOCENCE & eXPERIENCE
than any other Latin artist this decade, and the Tour" coming to Madison Square Garden. This
first-ever bachata performance during Macy's epic New York City residency is expected to
Thanksgiving Day Parade - a sign that his music impress with decades of hits including "With Or
will cross over into the mainstream. What's more, Without You" and "Mysterious Ways" to "One"
he's playing an unprecedented three shows at and "Vertigo." The band has been at it for nearly
Barclays Center July 10 through12. In the span forty years, inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall
of two solo albums, Santos has already recorded of Fame and collected 22 Grammy Awards, more
with the likes of Lil Wayne and Nicki Minaj, not than any other group. This foursome is rooted in
to mention fellow Latin icons Marc Anthony and powerful song lyrics, melodies and guitar vamps,
Carlos Santana. His high-energy shows will be always having something to say about politics
complimented by dancing fans eagerly awaiting and peace. U2 is expected to be in rockstar mode
major hits like the Usher-featured ballad for 2.5 hours and their set will likely include some
"Promise" and the Drake-supported guitar- tracks off recent release "Songs of Innocence,"
centric "Odio" ("Hate").
with bets placed high for the stadium-ready "The
Miracle (Of Joey Ramone)" and the poignant
Since breaking on the scene in 1993 with "Sex
ballad "Song for Someone." Fans can expect one
Me" followed by his first #1 "Bump N' Grind," R.
of the most high-energy sing-a-longs ever.
Written by Michael Menachem

NYCM:
One
could
probably
say
Nantucket/Cape Cod and New York City
are complete opposites. What did you like
about growing up on a small, somewhat
isolated island and how would you
compare it to your experiences in New
York? Do you have any favorite activities
or choice indulgences while visiting?
MT: They are completely opposite. I have
an aunt who lived in NYC since I was little.
Nantucket was awesome 'cause of the beach
and everyone knew each other. We used to
make trips to New York to visit my aunt.
The zoo was my favorite part, my favorite
childhood memory. And we saw "The Lion
King" and that changed my life.
I just love that music, the feel of
it, it's kind of like Caribbean and
African and big - and seeing it
performed live and how they can
put on a whole live show made
me fall in love with it. It was my
first Broadway ever.
NYCM: You're playing a large
outdoor space in New York
at Hudson River Park - your
largest live NYC performance
to date. What is it like
performing in New York and what are
you most excited about performing songs
from your #1 album "Title" for audiences
here?

MEGHAN TRAINOR
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Photo Credit: Brooke Nipar

With two Top 10s, including the #1 "All About That Bass," and "Lips Are Movin'" and Top 20 tune "Dear
Future Husband" all breaking the airwaves in less than a year, Meghan Trainor is the rare overnight
sensation in pop music. What's more, the 21-year-old singer-songwriter just scooped up two Billboard
Music Awards from nine overall nominations, was recognized for Grammys (Record of the Year and Song
of the Year nods) and has performed duets with music's best including Miranda Lambert and John Legend
with a highly-anticipated collaboration coming with Jason Derulo as well as a newly-confirmed song with
One Direction's Harry Styles. Meghan Trainor is simply a girl on fire - in one week, the Nantucket native
played the BBMAs with a performance on "The Voice" 48 hours later, and in that same week performed
on “The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon" to wake up hours later for the kick-off of the Today show's
summer concert series. Trainor embarks on "The MTrain Tour" this month around the country with a
July 31 date at New York City's JBL Live at Pier 97. Trainor's high-energy live show is a combination of
colorful visuals, choreography and an impressive troupe of musicians, not to mention Meghan's sincere
yet powerful vocals. New York City Monthly was honored to speak with her recently…

MT: New York is great cause it's closer to
home so I can have my family come out and
jam with us. The crowd is good in New York
which is strange cause people say LA and
New York are the hardest to get excited but
my crowds in New York and LA are especially
bumpin'. They screamed really loud. I always
get excited. And the majority of my label that
works with me is there, so we get to hang out.
NYCM: Your performance of "Dear Future
Husband" had a fun surprise on "The
Voice" finale - you played it on ukulele
with just one other guitarist. How did you
decide to go acoustic and what was it like

appearing multiple times on a national
show with Blake Shelton, offering advice
to aspiring musicians?
MT: As a new song for everyone, people may
say "she doesn't really sing but she can write
hit songs." I wanted to make sure people
know I sing. I'm a singer first, writer second.
I wanted to do an acoustic breakdown of it,
and to show people I could play instruments
in addition to vocals. I've been performing
since I was 13 and even younger at church.
I thought it was cool that they wanted me to
help out these kids. I've had some training
and I have experience performing in front
of big crowds. As someone who was terrified
going out in front of crowds, I
knew walking in as a coach - they
are adults - but I wanted to make
sure to get across if you want to
be here you have to show them. It
was incredible hugging one of the
guys I coached at the finale.
NYCM: Your music has
ushered in a whole new
respect for doo-wop and
similar soul throwbacks. In
addition to being respected
by major stars across genres,
what is it like for you to align yourself
with other up-and-coming artists like
Charlie Puth who is your duet partner
on "Marvin Gaye" (not to mention a new
#1 hit-maker)? You've written for many
other artists - is it different or more
exciting one way or another to write a
song for someone else or for yourself?
MT: It's exciting. Whenever I hear the song
from Fifth Harmony like "Sledgehammer"
or "Brave, Honest, Beautiful" I yell "I wrote
this!" Writing with new artists like Charlie
Puth, I get extra excited about that 'cause I
know how special and talented this person is,
and I can't wait for the whole world to know
how talented this person is. He wrote and
produced it.
Written by Michael Menachem

day I hope to be half the performer that those guys
were. That's just what we try to emulate and yeah, I
want to give it my all when I'm on that stage.

X AMBASSAD ORS

NYCM: Every collaboration you touch turns to
gold - "Jungle," which was recorded with Jamie
N Commons was featured in the Beats by Dre
2014 World Cup commercial, the closing credits
of "Hercules" and the trailer for "Pitch Perfect
2" not to mention inclusion in the Netflix promo
for "Orange Is The New Black," a show set in
New York state. And now "Renegades" is in a
Jeep commercial. Can you speak about how
these songs are resonating on a global stage
and what that means?
XA: It feels great. It still feels like nobody knows who
we are. That's just my own insecurity that I gotta get
over. I'm very honored that these songs have been
picked for these ad campaigns and these programs.
We're really lucky. It's a great way for people to
discover new artists. We just work really hard at
making these songs as lean and mean and direct
as we possibly can. We have an incredible team of
people behind us that work their asses off for us and
help us get these songs in stuff.

BIG SONGS IN CENTRAL PARK

NYCM: Sam, you and your brother Casey and
Noah grew up in upstate New York. Did you ever
take trips to New York City prior to living there?
What are some stand-out memories of the city?
XA: Yeah, I went to New York when I was in middle school
a couple times just for auditions cause I was an actor as

a kid. I actually acted all of high school and college. In
high school I went more, I had a girlfriend who moved
to New York and at the end of our relationship I would
visit her. I would also go hang with my friends and I got
to see some really amazing bands. I got to see a show at
CBGBs (The So So Glos) before it closed. We had our

NYCM: Between your voice, the band's
supporting vocals and the strong, masculine,
yet approachable production, X Ambassadors
has some really anthemic tunes. I know your
inspirations span punk, rock 'n' roll, soul and hiphop, and all of these elements can be heard and
felt in your music. Can you speak to the energy in
the room when you are playing?
Photo Credit: Nick Walker

X Ambassadors may not be a familiar name yet, but you should know them. Breakthrough song "Jungle"
featuring Jamie N Commons became a sports and pop culture anthem last year, remixed by numerous acts
including Jay Z. New folk-tinged tune "Renegades" is inescapable this year, already breaking the Top 10 on
the Billboard Alternative Songs chart. This Brooklyn band (by way of Ithaca, N.Y.) is comprised of singer and
primary songwriter Sam Harris, his brother Casey Harris on keyboards, Noah Feldshuh on guitars and LAmusician Adam Levin on drums. The foursome were scooped up by producer Alex Da Kid following a phone call
from Imagine Dragons' frontman Dan Reynolds. X Ambassadors are rooted in soul music, punk, rock 'n' roll
and hip-hop, and there are moments of gospel and electronic that really stand out. Their debut album "VHS" is
years-in-the-making, and includes audio clips of VHS tapes from Sam and Casey's childhood, as well as others
from the band. Touring with German duo Milky Chance this summer including Central Park SummerStage on
July 22, Sam took some time to speak with New York City Monthly about the band's long-awaited debut, his
love for Bowery Ballroom and early NYC memories.

band in Ithaca and to see other bands doing it in New
York - it was very cool, I loved it. I knew I wanted to move
there when I was in high school, that was always the
destination, it's got such a vibrant, artistic community.

XA: I grew up loving performers like James Brown and
Little Richard and Iggy Pop and guys who really left it
all on the stage, Otis Redding, Wilson Pickett. Those
performers who - you could feel it. They weren’t up there
just singing their songs, they were giving their blood and
tears. That's always kind of - I've taken cues from those
people, I don't do it nearly as well as they did. But one

NYCM: You've been touring the better part of
the past 2-3 years and have played major tours
like Lollapalooza, Bonnaroo, Made In America
and others as well as headline dates, with your
upcoming July 22 show with Milky Chance at
Central Park Summerstage. In terms of New
York shows, you've played many popular rooms
- Rough Trade, Bowery Ballroom, Brooklyn
Bowl, Santos Party house - is there a special
memory from a show here with New York fans
that you can share?
XA: Well I mean, when we headlined Bowery
Ballroom, that was pretty amazing. I was so excited
about that. That was the first venue that when I
moved to New York I walked past and said "wow,
some day I'll play there." That's where I want to play,
and we did it. That was so satisfying to do that and
to have our fans there. To not play in front of a New
York crowd standing with their arms folded. Every
time we come to New York it's not like that, it's great,
it's our people and it's our show. That's something to
be proud of. I want to play there for the rest of my life.
Written by Michael Menachem
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STORIES

of
the

B

STATES

RO
debut, playwright Robert Askins’
AD
dark comedy examines the nature
W
of family, faith and morality. Set in a
AY
devoutly religious small town in Texas, Hand
to God tells the story of shy teenager Jason who
finds a creative outlet for his inquisitive mind at
the Christian Puppet Ministry. When the puppet he
creates takes on a shocking life of its own, his world
and relationships are thrown into upheaval. From
its smash Off-Broadway run and featuring award
nominated performances, Hand to God is a raucous
and irreverent take on religion that has audiences
sore at the sides from laughter. (Booth Theatre, 222
W 45th St.)
Perhaps no show currently running captures the
rags-to-riches spirit of the American dream better
than Jersey Boys, the story of Frankie Valli and the
Four Seasons. The rocking musical features some of
the Four Season’s greatest hits including “Sherry,”
“Walk Like a Man,” and “Can’t Take My Eyes Off
You.” Jersey Boys follows the singing
thrilling American group’s meteoric rise to rock stardom
its humble beginnings singing on
stories continue to from
the street corners of New Jersey. Amid
unfold on the stages all the fame and fortune and along with
the group’s signature harmonies come
of New York
all the dramas of the rock and roll world
including tempestuous love affairs and
run-ins with the mob. A Tony Award winner for Best
Musical, Jersey Boys has it all- the music, the story
and a rousing finale that has audiences rising to
their feet night after night. (August Wilson Theatre,
245 W 52nd St.)

Jersey Boys

DARING NEW WORKS AND CLASSIC AMERICAN STORIES TAKE CENTER STAGE

W

hether taking in the brilliance of a fireworks
display over the East River, singing “Take
Me Out to the Ball Game” at Yankee
Stadium, or simply enjoying a cool sip of lemonade
on the lawn in Central Park, there are many ways to
celebrate summer in New York City. In addition to
the general fun-filled events of summer, the month
of July sees the day when Americans celebrate their
independence on the Fourth of July. Amidst the
spirited festivities the lights of Times Square continue
to burst and flash on the great American institution
that is the Broadway theatre. In the grand tradition
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of Oklahoma! and Death of a Salesman, thrilling
American stories continue to unfold on the stages of
New York. New sensations Hamilton and Hand to
God entice adventurous theatre-goers while classic
favorites Jersey Boys and On the Town continue to
showcase great Stories of the States.
Perhaps the hottest ticket in town this past Spring
was Tony award winner Lin Manuel Miranda’s
multicultural hip-hop inspired take on the story of
founding father Alexander Hamilton. After a sold-out
run at The Public theatre, the striking new musical
Hamilton transfers to Broadway’s Richard Rodgers

Theatre this summer. Following the success of In
the Heights and with an electric score, Lin Manuel
Miranda weaves together the story of an immigrant
who went from being an orphan to the right hand
man of President Washington. The musical follows his
ambitious rise to power as he navigates war, romantic
scandal, and the perils of a life in politics before
changing the role of the newly founded United States
in the global economy. Destined to join the ranks of
other classic American musicals, Hamilton is the
show to see this summer. (Richard Rodgers Theatre,
226 W 46th St.)
Another brave new American work is the Tony
nominated play Hand to God. In his Broadway

A hit when it first premiered in 1944, the smash
revival of On the Town is dancing its way into
audience’s hearts all over again in 2015. With a
classic score by Leonard Bernstein, On the Town is
a spectacular golden age musical that embodies not
only the American spirit but that of not-too-distant
New York City. The show follows three rambunctious
sailors as they take in all the sights and sounds the
city has to offer on a 24 hour leave from the Navy.
Along the way they meet three lovely women who
help them to make the most of their brief sojourn.
From Coney Island to Times Square, On the Town
is a lovely musical tour of the city that never sleeps.
The Tony Nominated revival features jaw-dropping
choreography and such Bernstein-Comden and
Green classics as “New York, New York,” “Lonely
Town,” and “Some Other Time.” (Lyric Theatre, 213
W 42nd St.)
Written by Kyle Stockburger

SUMMER SHOWS

Chinese Galleries, Gallery 207, Guo Pei. Evening gown, Guo Pei (Chinese, born 1967), spring/summer 2007 haute couture; Courtesy of Guo Pei. Photo: © The Metropolitan Museum of Art

sizzling

High fashion, Inventive Design and Captivating Portraits at NYC museums

M

T

here’s no better way to beat the
heat in NYC than spending a couple
of hours in a cool (literally and
figuratively) museum, and this month offers
a fantastic variety of shows to choose from.
We’ve selected a few outstanding exhibits
ranging from Chinese-influenced fashion to
eerie portrayals of self-presentation. Now, go
chill!
One of the Met’s largest exhibits ever,
China Through the Looking Glass
fills the Anna Wintour Costume Center
and the museum’s Chinese Galleries, plus
an additional space usually devoted to
Egyptian art. This magnificent show, which
celebrates the 100th anniversary of the
Met’s Asian department, illustrates the
enormous influence of Chinese
culture on Western fashion
throughout the years. Seeing the
old and new side-by-side, it’s clear
how sumptuous 19th-century
court robes and other ceremonial
garments influenced the clothes
of designers Tom Ford and John
Galliano, not to mention current, cuttingedge Asian designers. One of the exhibit’s
signature pieces is Roberto Cavalli’s
gorgeous 2005 evening dress, inspired by
15th-century blue and white porcelain; On
the other end of the spectrum are simpler
outfits inspired by the utilitarian uniforms
of China’s Cultural Revolution. Scattered
throughout the rooms are dozens of film clips
chosen by filmmaker Wong Kar-wai with
William Chang, showing the undeniable
impact of Chinese (and Chinese-themed)
film on fashion. Lovers of couture, Chinese
art, history -- and visual splendor in general
-- will all find this fascinating. (Through
8/16, 1000 Fifth Ave. at 82nd St.)

US

E

UM
East Coast stop for the show, which was
S
organized last fall by Nasher Sculpture
Center in Dallas and focuses on 43 of
Heatherwick Studio’s projects, from small,
personal products to the Bombay Sapphire
Distillery in Laverstoke, England, and the
2012 redesign of London’s double-decker
buses. These designs are shown through
prototypes, presentation and sketch models,
mockups, objects, photographs and film and
video footage. On view is Heatherwick’s
whimsical Spun chair; made of rotationally
molded plastic, the chair rotates like a top
and is fully functional at all angles, the
perfect mix of art and fun(ction). Visitors are
able to explore exhibit items and projects via
an “object river” of high-resolution images,
which flows down the center of a
digital table. (Through 11/1, 2 E.
91st St. at Fifth Ave.)

the perfect
mix of
art and
fun(ction)

Thomas Heatherwick has been called “The
Leonardo Da Vinci of our times” (by fellow
British designer Sir Terence Conran) and the
Cooper-Hewitt exhibit Provocations: The
Architecture and Design of Heatherwick
Studio shows exactly how this inventive
artist earned that moniker. This is the only

New York-born-photographer
and filmmaker Laurie Simmons,
who began working in the 1970s,
has long been interested in
self-perception, masking and
disguises. Her first solo museum exhibit
in New York City, the Jewish Museum’s
Laurie Simmons: How We See, is a
series of recent, large-scale photographs of
fashion models seated in front of a curtain,
cropped from the shoulders down. Inspired
by the online “Doll Girls” community –
people (especially young women) who alter
themselves via make-up and cosmetic
surgery to resemble Barbie Dolls, baby dolls
or Japanese anime characters – these images
evoke compellingly alien-looking high school
portraits. This is due to prismatic lighting,
unusual clothing details, and (especially)
the models’ unnerving stares, created by
painting exaggeratedly large eyes onto their
closed eyelids, a classic Doll Girls technique.
Through these images, Simmons explores
contemporary ideas of beauty, identity and
persona, and the ever-widening gap between
reality and artificiality facilitated by social
media. (Through 8/9, 1109 Fifth Ave. at
92nd St.)

Written by Marina Zogbi

There’s no disputing Andy Warhol as an
American icon. At what point in his career do
you think he was solidified as such?
I think that the point in his career when he’s
solidified as such happens really just after he finishes
the Campbell's Soup Cans. The Campbell's Soup
Cans, which is the centerpiece of this exhibition, can
almost be seen as this pivotal moment in his career
where he becomes this icon. So he’s actually not a
household name yet when he makes those and when
he first exhibits them in 1962, but shortly after that,
“Pop Art” sort of explodes as a cultural phenomenon
in the United States and he becomes
one of the key figures associated with
that phenomenon and he becomes a
very famous and important figure in
American art.
Although
he
was
born
in
Pittsburgh, he became an iconic
NYC figure. What role did the city
play in inspiring Warhol?
I think New York City was a big
inspiration for him. At that time it
was, just as it is today, a hub for the
art world and also for the advertising
world, which is where he got his start
in New York City, so it helped launch
his career as a commercial artist.
Following up about his career in advertising, do
you think there is a period of time or a certain
piece where we’re able to see his work begin to
transition from an advertising look to a more
artistic approach?

ANDY WARHOL

Yes, I think that you see that starting around 196061 and into 1962 with the Soup Cans, so the soup
cans are very much a part of that transition and the
breakthrough to the Andy Warhol that we know.

M U S E U M O F M O DE R N ART

When at the forefront of the Pop art movement
did Warhol face critic adversity and how was it
initially received by the general public?

You don’t have to be well plugged into the world of art to know that Andy Warhol was, and still is, a big
deal. An American artist known for using many types of media in his work, including hand drawing,
painting, printmaking, photography, silk screening, sculpture, film, and music, Warhol remains one of
the most influential figures in contemporary art and culture more than twenty years after his death,
particularly in the visual art movement known as pop art. At the Museum of Modern Art, a fascinating
new exhibit explores Warhol’s signature work, Campbell’s Soup Cans, which marked a breakthrough for
the famed artist. New York City Monthly was honored to speak recently with the organizer and curator
of the exhibit, Starr Figura…

I think from the very beginning there were critics
and members of the public who disparaged it and
didn’t think it was a valid direction for fine art. So
it was really from the beginning, and at the same
time there were people who championed it and who
thought it was a great reflection of contemporary
society. So from the beginning there was a debate,
that even maybe continues to a certain degree today.
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Do you think his work became a response to
these reactions?

Well he always wanted to be famous, so I think the
attention was gratifying for him. I don’t think any of
the negative criticism affected the course of his art
and I think he had people who understood his art
that supported him and that certainly encouraged
him to continue in the direction he was headed.
Some of his works are among the most expensive
paintings ever sold, what is it about his art
that has put him in the company of the world’s
greatest artists?
I think he’s an artist whose work is iconic – and the
soup cans in particular are a landmark because they
mark a major shift in the way art can
be understood and the way that we
understand that art can be made and
what an appropriate subject matter
for art is, and it also marks a shift in
our culture and Warhol captured that.
Was the layout of the exhibition
arranged in any particular way?
The exhibition begins with work from
the early 50s, so it starts with a small
gallery of work from the 50s when he
was still a commercial artist. Then
the second gallery is the soup cans
installation and the third gallery is
what happens just after he finishes his soup cans
between the years of 1962 and 1967, which is really
a high point in his career as an artist, and sort of
the high point of the pop art movement, which he
obviously represents.
Campbell’s Soup Cans is such a well-known
piece, what’s going to be unique for people who
view it at this exhibit?
You usually see them in a grid in our galleries, or if
they have been in other shows over the years. But
we’re installing them a little differently this time,
which is in a line in their own gallery and we’re also
putting them on a small shelf, and this echoes the
way they were first exhibited in 1962 when Warhol
had his first solo gallery exhibition of paintings at the
Ferus Gallery in Los Angeles. They were installed in
a line on a shelf, like paintings but also like products
in a store. They have this very mechanical look to
them – he tried to make them look almost like they
were manufactured in a factory because they’re so
mechanical looking, but in fact they’re handmade,
and I think in our installation, because you see them
in a line – sort of one by one, you really focus on how
they look as individual paintings and what a large
and impressive series it is.

Chia Head to Colon Blow.
There are videos to watch,
costumes of Mary Katherine
Gallagher and motivational
speaker Matt Foley to inspect
and floor plans laid out for
the hardcore fans to enjoy.
The big reveal is a Studio
8H set to scale, with super
HD video screens, flashing
applause signs and audio,
lighting, music and a special
intro from Tina Fey.
"SNL: The Exhibition"
pays its respects to some of
the early greats, both living
and deceased, from John
Belushi and Gilda Radner
to Eddie Murphy and Rachel
Dratch, while also including
many
newer
sketches
and characters including
Kenan Thompson's host
for "What Up With That?,"
Andy Samberg and Justin
Timberlake's wildly popular
taboo sketches and Will
Ferrell and Cheri Oteri's
Spartans cheerleaders.

40 years of

SATURDAY NIGHTS
One could only dream of being at a live taping
in Studio 8H watching the repertory players of
"Saturday Night Live." It's truly a once-in-alifetime experience, every show is different, live
and on-air. The experience of "SNL" is now one
that is accessible; the history is well-documented
at a new Midtown exhibit called "SNL: The
Exhibition" (417 5th Ave between 37 and 38 St.)
In conjunction with SNL creator Lorne Michaels'
production company Broadway Video Enterprises,
Premier Exhibitions had a grand opening May
30 at the brand new Premier Exhibitions 5th
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Avenue with this New York comedy institution as
the centerpiece.
"We feel honored first of all to be working with
Broadway Video and SNL," said Mark Lach,
Creative Director of Premier Exhibitions. "To
spend the last year with the show walking the
halls has been very exciting for me but also to
do the research to tell the real story of SNL. I
was not just sitting in the audience, but in the
control room, sitting with hair and make-up, in
the writer's room hearing scripts read for the first
time and seeing Lorne Michaels' reactions."

At "SNL: The Exhibition," fans are taken through the seven-day
process of preparing the show, from developing scripts and whittling
down 40 sketches to less than half to hair and make-up to video
shoots and last-minute edits. Some of the enticing goodies includes
creator Lorne Michaels' original desk complete with tchotchkes from
the 70s and a typed letter circa 1992 from cast member Al Franken
requesting the presence of President Nixon for an SNL political special.
On the more interactive side of things, you can sit where Mike Myers
and Dana Carvey did for their lovable, amateur basement talk show
"Wayne's World," or you can stand behind the contestant podiums and
live vicariously through "Celebrity Jeopardy" and the shenanigans
that made it a fan favorite. A large Thanksgiving-size meal sits on
expanded tables for a huge writers meeting, and documents from these
writers are projected at a table that exhibit guests can sit at as they
feel nostalgic about favorite show moments.
Some of the more behind-the-scenes details are even more fascinating.
Each host in the modern era has a life cast made of their face, to prep
hair, make-up and prosthetics teams for the variety of characters the
host must portray; these masks and molds are on display. So are a
variety of the witty commercials and infomercials over the years, from

Premier Exhibitions 5th
Avenue will have the "SNL"
world living in the space for
at least a year. The gift shop
is not your typical museum
gift shop either - a couch
from Pee Wee Herman can be
found inside, as well as Miley
Cyrus' famous "wrecking
ball." You can purchase
clothing
with
Stefon's
likeness on it, a mug with
Hanz and Franz and talking
stuffed pillows with the faces
of Gilly, the Ladies Man and
Debbie Downer.
"It keeps you young. When
I tune into SNL I know I'm
getting the very best in
young talent,”
Written by Michael Menachem

PHOTOS BY JOSH LEHRER

ULTIMATE GUIDE TO NYC

N

ew York City is a roaring metropolis full of the finest arts and culture, incredible
restaurants, unbelievable entertainment, and of course the world’s best shopping.
Whether you choose to spend at the elegant flagship stores of Fifth Avenue, dine at
5-star restaurants near Central Park, or browse the unparalleled museums on the Upper
East Side, Manhattan welcomes you and is eager to please. With so many delights and
temptations to choose from, NEW YORK CITY Monthly has carefully picked our top
recommendations for all of your NYC leisure pursuits.

™

The pages that follow are our selections for NYCM’s HOT LIST…

FEEL THE JOY

SHOPPING | DINING | BROADWAY | MUSEUMS | ATTRACTIONS
Each section is broken down into sub categories and HOT LIST listings featuring a
detailed description, address (including the cross street), phone number, and of course a
few “Category Spotlights” that are particularly remarkable this month. So browse, read,
and enjoy our recommendations and dive in to the best of everything NYC has to offer.
Enjoy our city. Take in all you can. Remember to tip your cabbie.
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BOOK BY

MUSIC & LYRICS BY

DIRECTED &
CHOREOGRAPHED BY

FIERSTEIN

LAUPER

MITCHELL

HARVEY

CYNDI

JERRY

Based on the Miramax motion picture Kinky Boots, written by GEOFF DEANE and TIM FIRTH

BROADWAY’S TONY -WINNING BEST MUSICAL
®

KINKYBOOTSTHEMUSICAL.COM •

Al Hirschfeld Theatre, 302 W 45th St

SHOPPING

D E PA RTM E N T STO R E S
Barney’s
660 Madison Ave. (61st St.)
212.826.8900

Barneys is one of the few multi story
stores that seek out the avant garde. They
carry the experimental greats like Junya
Watanabe and his master Rei Kawakubo’s
Comme des Garçons, the dark comfort of
Rick Owens, the breezy goddess in Nili
Lotan, the genius of Yohji Yamamoto and
Issey Miyake, and the evening body grace
of Azzedine Alaïa. This brilliance and
more comes at quite a cool coin, but these
designs are intelligently worth it. Meanwhile. the 8th floor is your go to for top
jeans and a more relaxed attitude.

Bergdorf Goodman
745 Fifth Ave. (58th St.)
800.588.1855

Barney's

Berdgorf Goodman is dripping in glamour.
From the late greats Alexander McQueen
and Oscar de la Renta, to Givenchy and
Lanvin, to Tom Ford, Balenciaga and Valentino, the runway comes to life within
these longstanding walls. They spotlight
new couture, á la the inimitable nightlife
goddess designer Domonique Echeverria.
Ever crisp and chic, Bergdorf’s serves
head to toe, balancing of the moment
trends with enduring style. 5F Contemporary, fittingly on the 5th floor, you’ll find
easy to wear statement pieces with an ever
so slightly gentler price tag.

Bloomingdale’s
1000 Third Ave. (59th St.)
212.705.2000

Inside one of the world’s foremost fashion
meccas, you’ll find internationally iconic
staples from brands like Burberry, Diane
Von Furstenburg, Theory, Ralph Lauren
and beyond, alongside the “It” bags from
the new powerhouses of Rebecca Minkoff,
Foley + Corinna and Botkier. Each level is
decadently dedicated to the finest in cosmetics, on-point shoes, tailored yet totally
relaxed menswear, dazzling eveningwear,
out-to-brunch looks, officemust-haves and
everything in between.

William Barthman

W

Bergdorf Goodman

hen it comes to world-class shopping, no place compares with New York. The quality
and diversity of boutiques and brands here is second to none: intimate pop-up shops
in SoHo bring so-hot-right-now trends to the downtown streets, while standard-bearing
department stores, including Bloomingdale’s and Saks Fifth Avenue, beg shoppers to linger over
their runway-ready displays and one-of-a-kind designs. Speaking of, no designer worth his or
her catwalk would be caught dead without a New York outpost, and many have established their
flagships right here on Fifth Avenue (where neighbors include Versace, Armani and Dior). Vintage
lovers, too, flock to the tucked-away gems of Greenwich Village, where yesteryear’s finest frocks
await new life. Whether you’re in the market for the season’s latest look or just want to feast your
eyes on the hand-stitched gowns that walked the runway during fashion week (held annually in
Midtown’s iconic Bryant Park), it’s safe to say that New York is a shopper’s paradise. Here, some
of our fashion-forward locals’ favorite places to give your credit card a friction burn.
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Henri Bendel
712 Fifth Ave. (55th & 56th Sts.)
212.247.1100

THE place to shop for beyond the norm accessories is this four-story, 35,000 square
foot cornucopia of locally designed adornments. It’s one of those stores you can
peruse for hours and see something new
every time you blink. Uniquely useful and
refreshingly different bags line Bendels
with a selection you simply won’t find at
nationwide department stores. The curation is tight, but since it’s all accessories,
shoppers of all shapes and sizes can find
those key new pieces. Perfect for that
quintessentially New York gift, too.

Lord & Taylor
424 Fifth Ave. (38th & 39th Sts.)
New York, NY
212.391.3344

A few short years ago, Lord & Taylor unveiled its NYC flagship facelift with a bevvy of stilt-walking beauties and celebrity
sightings. The uplifted department store
has kept its stature high while catering
to many levels of the fashion lover. Shoppers of all sizes are sure to score a snazzy
something new. The cosmetics floor is vast
and enriching, and the shoe selection is a
step up in terms of bang for your buck on
5th Avenue.

Macy’s
151 West 34th St. (7th Ave.)
212.695.4400
As “the world’s largest department store,”
Macy’s Herald Square is a sprawling
11-level, 2-million-square-foot shopping
mecca that is home to near-endless fashions for men, women, children and the
home, as well as five different quick- and
full-service restaurants; a shoe floor that
occupies one entire story and is known
among the city’s would-be Carrie Bradshaws, simply, as “paradise”; spectacular
seasonal floral displays throughout the
year; a cosmetics department that puts
even the grandest Sephora to shame; and
– yes, Virginia – around Christmastime,
one very well-known Santa Claus.

LUXURY
Chanel
15 E. 57th St. (Madison Ave.)
212.355.5050

Few fashion houses are as famed for their
scents as for their style. But when Marilyn
Monroe coyly answered a prying reporter’s
“What do you wear to bed?” with “Just a
few drops of No. 5,” she turned the key in
Chanel’s lock on glamour. Since then, few
boldfaced names have resisted the siren
song of Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel’s little
black dresses and tweed suits; join them
at the brand’s lavish Fifth Avenue flagship
and browse Karl Lagerfeld’s latest readyto-wear collection, alongside sunglasses,
jewelry, and of course, fragrances.

Fendi
598 Madison Ave. (57th St.)
212.897.2244

The interlocking F’s forge forward on the
inside, lining leather bags that leap for
luxury. Fashion’s favorite Baguette carry
long and slim into the arms of the classic luxe lady. With each wall a different
texture, the store will draw you up deep
mahogany stairs into a world of fur and
cocktail dresses. Stay downstairs for sunglasses, fragrances, silk scarves and wallets, in addition to all of their most popular
purses.

Gucci
725 Fifth Ave. (E. 56th St.)
212.826.2600

For made-to-measure, made-to-order, and
ready-to-wear fashion, few destinations in
the world can rival Gucci’s New York flagship, the brand’s largest store worldwide.
The 46,000 square-foot boutique is home
to three floors’ worth of artful clothing
and accessories, and the free-standing fine
jewelry shop on the top floor is literally
the crown jewel atop this palatial temple
to high fashion. Style mavens relish the
comprehensive offerings, and complement
their outfits with accessories and shoes, all
available on site.

Salvatore Ferragamo
655 Fifth Ave. (E 52nd St.)
212.759.3822

Shoemaker to the stars Salvatore Ferragamo traveled from Italy to Hollywood and
back again in the first half of the 20th
century, establishing one of the world’s
most iconic footwear brands along the way.
Since 1948, New Yorkers have proudly
shopped at their own Ferragamo flagship
store, originally on Park Ave. and now
right at home on Fifth, where the brands
distinctive hand-crafted shoes are joined
by silk scarves, hand-tooled leather goods
and dazzling fine jewelry: a little bella vitain the heart of midtown.

Yves Saint Laurent
3 W. 57th St. (Madison Ave.)
212.980.2970
The relaxed glamour that Yves Saint Laurent brought to the forefront in the ‘70s
has endured beyond the drop of the first
name in the brand’s recent revamp. With
Hedi Slimane at the helm, we’re seeing
suits that hug and slim a man’s body, and
a slouchy cool for women. The YSL shoe
game is ridiculously on point, tall and unnervingly chic. The leather goods and sunglasses will give anyone insta-glam.

JEWELRY & WATCHES
Bulgari
730 Fifth Ave. (58th St.)
212.315.9000
The iconic BVLGARI imprint leaves a
lasting spell on diamonds, stacking jewels
upon one another in fine craftsmanship.
Their collaboration with Octo Finissimo
to create the thinnest tourbillon watch in
the world is a symbol that tells you know
more than the time. This diamond institution since 1884 is a double story testament
to the forever-ness of the prismatic stone.
Find their finest fragrances among a shining sea of watches and jewelry.

Cartier
767 Fifth Avenue (59th St.)
212.457.3203

If diamonds are a girl’s best friend, then
you and Cartier already have a lasting
bond. Whether in search for a glistening
ring that says “I Do” or a bangle that
promises Love with a twist and a lock,
Cartier has been a gift of lovers since the
1800s. With their symbol, the tiger, they
prowl high street on the watch with absolutely decadent windows and some of the
finest watches on the planet.

SHOPPING
JEWELRY &
WATCH E S c o n t .
Tiffany & Co
727 Fifth Ave. (56th & 57th Sts.)
212.755.8000

While there are countless places we could
recommend to for breakfast (see the dining
section), there is simply no place else you
can find true Tiffany & Co jewelry. The
longstanding tradition of the wild excitement a little blue box brings is unmatched.
You’ll find the designs that have stood the
test of time, the Elsa Peretti open hearts,
the engraved chain bracelets, the iconic X’s
and O’s all shine in sterling silver and gold
around bountiful diamonds that set love
in stone.

Pandora
1284 Broadway (33rd St.)
212.643.9760

Simply charming, Pandora Jewelry is the
perfect way to commemorate any occasion, big or small. Whether looking for a
sophisticated memento to celebrate your
time in The Big Apple or a gift for a special
occasion, Pandora's collection of sterling
silver, 14K gold and two-tone charms always gives you something to remember the
moments that matter. Also located at 494
Broadway and 412 W. Broadway.

Tourneau
12 E. 57th St.
(Madison & 5th Ave.)
212.758.7300

Watch out. Tourneau will read you the
time in every which manner one could
possibly imagine. For 115 years, this store
has been ticking on the wrists of some
of the world’s most fabulous. They carry
iconic designers from Montblanc to Burberry and Ferragamo, while also catching
kitschy brands like Baby-G. Their repair
services keep you coming back in confidence that you won’t run out of tocks. It’s a
sign of the times.

William Barthman
176 Broadway
(Maiden & John Sts.)
212.732.0890
An institution in New York since 1884,
this jeweler has watches and jewelry that
shimmer from the finest designers in the
world. Serving David Yurman, Michele,
Cartier, Breitling, Alexis Bittar, Dior,
Bvlgari, and so many more this gem of a
shop caters to men and women who desire
the finer shinier things in life. The quality
is unparalleled and the selection is vast.
From hi-tech watches to high karat counted gold, this store speaks to the inner diva.
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SPE CI A LTY & TH E M E
A PPA REL &
ACCE SSOR I E S

Calvin Klein
654 Madison Ave. (60th St.)
212.292.9000

Let nothing come between you and your
Calvins as you peruse the Madison Avenue shop on the same block as Barneys.
The marvelously minimal runway looks
we’ve been seeing under the creative direction of Francsico Costa give the sparse
store a gallery-like feeling, far from the
Marky Mark campaign days, and even a
very different note than the recent Justin
Bieber underwear ad. Find the top echelon
of Calvins here at the super sophisticated
geometric uptown home of Calvin Klein.

H&M Times Square
1472 Broadway (W. 42nd St.)
855.466.7467

As the largest store in Swedish retail giant
H&M’s global empire, this Times Square
behemoth debuted in grand fashion late
2014: with an exclusive on-site concert
from Lady Gaga. Since then, millions of
shoppers have visited the 42,000 squarefoot megastore, browsing the comprehensive collections of on-trend “fast fashion”
and quality wardrobe staples. Having
trouble finding the store? Look for the
massive illuminated H&M logo, which
glows nightly atop 4 Times Square at the
famed intersection of Broadway and 42nd
Streets.

Polo Ralph Lauren
711 Fifth Ave. (E. 55th St.)
646.774.3900

Get decked in every color and size Polo
under the sun, and don your collar as you
wish. There is a world beyond the iconic
tee that elicits an equestrian lifestyle, and
it is sewn up in the rustic Americana that
permeates the Ralph Lauren vision. Find
a touch of vintage amongst their extensive
selection of clothing for men, women and
children. This store will also satisfy your
made-to-measure needs.

Zero Halliburton
300 Madison Ave. (E. 42nd St.)
646.640.3600

Built from heat-tempered, aircraft-grade
aluminum, Zero Halliburton’s cases have
been trusted to carry everything from
Apollo mission moon rocks to Academy
Awards. Their proprietary luggage collection is virtually indestructible yet feather
light – making it a perfect choice to upgrade your luggage while in New York,
whether the airline battered your checked
bags en route or you need a larger vessel
to accommodate all of your other NYC purchases. Either way, the flagship store on
Madison Avenue is a jet-setter’s dream,
stocked with the complete collection in a
variety of colors.

Carlo’s Bakery
825 Eighth Ave. (W. 42nd St.)
646.590.3783

Steps from Times Square, shoppers can
satisfy a sweet tooth at Carlo’s, an offshoot of the New Jersey original that is
owned and operated by the cast of TLC’s
hit sow Cake Boss. Star Bartolo “Buddy”
Valastro, Jr. is often on site, decorating the
gorgeous and delicious confections that
made his family’s bakery among the most
famous in the country, and the shop sells
everything from grab-and-go goodies to
elegant, multi-tiered custom cakes, baked
to order in eye-popping colors and mouthwatering flavors.

Crocs
152 W. 34th St. (7th Ave.)
212.695.4090

Footwear phenom Crocs established a
flagship store in Herald Square last year,
attracting their wildly devoted fans with a
vibrant green exterior and a mural of the
Statue of Liberty fashioned entirely out of
their signature brightly colored clogs inside. The multi-floor megastore is home to
all of the company’s various lines, including their poised-for-a-comeback classic
clogs, plus special children’s footwear and
a dizzying assortment of Jibbitz, the colorful charms that avid devotees clip into the
clogs’ signature holes for decoration – and
personal style.

NBC Experience Store
30 Rockefeller Plaza (49th St.)
212.664.2754

From classic SNL gag gifts to the DVD of
Peter Pan Live to step watches from The
Biggest Loser, you can score an interactive
token of your favorite basic cable shows.
You can grab a jar of Ron F***ing Swanson’s BBQ sauce from Parks and Recreation, not to mention all the Friends you
can handle. Could you BE anymore excited?! Hold your answer till you get inside,
you’ve just been Saved By The Bell. You’ll
be facing mug shots from Dateline, and all
the baggage from Blacklist and Grimm.
Live from New York, it’s at 30 Rock.

New York Golf Center
131 W. 35th St. (Broadway)
212.564.2255
Staffed by avid golfers well versed in their
wares, the New York Golf Center is the
only Golf Digest “Top 100” fitting center in
New York City, and offers a comprehensive
selection of apparel and equipment that
is unrivaled by any other urban golf pro
shop in the world. Their proprietary Custom Shop assesses each golfer’s individual
style and develops personal recommendations to maximize performance, whether
for ambitious beginners or seasoned professionals, crafting one-of-a-kind bespoke
clubs to suit even the most discerning
player.

DINING

STE A K
Angus Club Steakhouse
135 E. 55th St. (Lexington Ave.)
212.588.1585

New York City’s Best Steak Experience!

The signature porterhouse at Angus Club
Steakhouse, fulfills all senses. The dish
comes out sizzling as you hear, smell and
see it in all its glory. Tasting the perfectly
aged meat justifiably rounds out your experience. The bone-in ribeye is also a true
contender as a tender and flavorful alternative. The truffled cream corn is a distinctive side to try as the corn still maintains its crisp texture while swimming in
a wonderful truffle cream.

Ben & Jack’s Steak House
225 5th Ave. (27th St.)
212.532.7600

With the look of a classic steakhouse, Ben
& Jack’s could be straight out of a mob
movie. Start off your meal with extra thick
sizzling Canadian bacon. Be prepared for
the overwhelming quantity of meat on
your plate by selectively choosing your
sides. The sautéed broccoli covered in
garlic adds great color to the hearty dish.
Known for their porterhouse, it is so flavorful, you won’t be asking for an additional sauce.

Bryant Park Grill

Charlie Palmer Steak
5 E. 54th St. (5th Ave.)
646.559.8440

With the capability of opening up the
entire front of the house on a nice, warm
weather day, Charlie Palmer has an airy,
modern atmosphere for a solid meal. To
taste a more rare cut of meat, try the
Terres Major. Its tenderness will surprise
you as it is a muscle in the shoulder that
is seldom used. For those who want a more
traditional cut, the Snake River NY Strip
comes from a family owned ranch in Idaho.
End the night with the Cheesecake Pudding, which has the same delicious flavor
everyone loves but with a different texture.

Empire Steak House
237 W. 54th St. (Broadway)
212.586.9700
Blue Ribbon Sushi Bar & Grill

T

The National

he hardest thing about choosing where to eat in New York? Narrowing down your virtually
endless options. In a city where you could eat breakfast, lunch and dinner at a different
restaurant every day all year long and scarcely scratch the surface of the vibrant restaurant
scene, it’s easy to feel overwhelmed. But all those choices make finding great food in New York
– whether you have a craving for comfort or pine for fine dining – easier than virtually anywhere
else in the world. From quick service icons, like Shake Shack, to outstanding ethnic cuisine in
Chinatown or on the East Village’s “Curry Row,” to world-class institutions of indulgence, like Per
Se, there’s just no excuse for eating badly in the Big Apple. Here, you’ll find some of our resident
expert’s top picks for a meal, whether your tastes run to quaint or exotic, quick and easy or quality
that’s extraordinary.

Right on Broadway, Empire Steak House
is the perfect restaurant to visit pre-show.
The huge dining room is upscale and modern. Key meat entrees: bone-in ribeye, filet
mignon and surprisingly, the lamb chops.
The $30 prix fixe lunch option is a great
alternative to leave happy with a full belly
and wallet.

Il Mulino Prime
331 W. Broadway (Grand St.)
212.226.0020

Against white-washed brick walls hung
with white casts of mounted bison heads,
atop white tablecloths set with white
plates and napkins, the food at Il Mulino
Prime leaps off the plate in a riot of color
and texture: short rib ravioli with butter
and sage competes with frutti di mare over
black ink pasta for your attention, while
prime bone-in double-cut veal chops with
Barolo wine sauce threaten to steal the
show. Serving a smart balance of steakhouse classics and Italian favorites, the
menu is at once upscale and comforting.

4	DECADES	OF	EXPERIENCE,	Wolfgang	Zwiener	serves	
phenomenal	porterhouse	steak	(for	two,	three	or	four)	
with	a	beautiful	atmosphere,	an	expanded	
menu,	and	extraordinary	service.

NYC LOCATIONS
TRIBECA

MIDTOWN

409 Greenwich Street
212.925.0350

200 East 54th Street
212.588.9653

4 PARK AVENUE

TIMES SQUARE

33rd Street & Park Avenue
212.889.3369

250 West 41st Street
212.921.3720

LOCATIONS OUTSIDE NYC
Miami | Waikiki | Beverly Hills | JAPAN
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DINING
STE A K

cont.

The Old Homestead Steakhouse
56 Ninth Ave. (14th St.)
212.242.9040

Don’t let the neon sign and the cow sculpture out front fool you: Old Homestead is
every inch the New York luxury steakhouse, serving luscious prime cuts alongside an ambitious menu of starters, like
Florida rock shrimp tempura with wasabi aioli, and sides, like buttermilk onion
rings and string beans with caramelized
onions and pancetta. Tempting though it
may be to fill up on savories, the dessert
menu’s “Big Fat Chocolate Cake,” with layer upon towering layer of fudgy cake and
chocolate frosting, is not to be missed.

Ruth's Chris Steak House
148 W. 51st St. (7th Ave.)
212.245.9600

While many New Yorkers may be weary to
try this famous chain restaurant, it proves
its deserving popular status amongst diners with its consistency. Try the standout
Cowboy Ribeye presented on a 500 degree
plate that keeps sizzling hot throughout
the meal. The Sweet Potato Casserole with
pecan crust sits on the line between flavorful side dish and dessert, but in the best
way possible.

Smith & Wollensky
797 Third Ave. (50th St.)
212.753.1530

A steakhouse in Midtown, Smith & Wollensky offers a variety of quality meat such
as the Colorado aged rib eye they age 21
days on site. However, surprisingly the
distinctive dishes are a side and dessert
item. You will devour the creamed spinach
side, as each spoonful will leave you wanting another. The famous coconut cake is
an ethereal experience- the even layers of
light sponge cake and coconut filling surrounded by fresh coconut shavings overwhelm your taste buds with a heavenly
comforting coconut flavor.

Wolfgang's Steakhouse
4 Park Ave. (33rd St.)
212.889.3369

One of many locations, this Murray Hill location consistently receives high marks on
service and quality. Notably one of the top
steakhouses in New York City, Wolfgang's
Steakhouse transports you to a dimmed,
classy dining atmosphere where they serve
you huge portions of perfectly cooked, juicy
steaks. Pair them with the most delicious
creamed spinach and German potatoes for
a carnivore's dream meal.
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A SI A N
ITALIAN
A Voce
10 Columbus Circle
(59th St. & Broadway)
212.823.2523

A Voce prides itself on its ingredient-driven Italian cooking in a modern environment. Therefore, menus are subject to
change based on the season. The Columbus Circle location wows its customers
with a splendid view of the roundabout
and the city. A highlight on the Madison
location's menu are the duck meatballs:
firm on the outside, but juicy on the inside

Bar Primi
325 Bowery (E. 3rd St.)
212.220.9100

A quaint exterior leads to a cozy interior
at Bar Primi. The Ricotta Bruschetta with
truffled honey and hazelnut still maintains a light airy taste despite the smooth
ricotta. You must try the Stuffed Meatballs as the fontina cheese melts in your
mouth with the well cooked meat and tang
of tomato sauce. The night life is pretty
hopping here, so grab a drink and mingle
while you're at it!

Becco
35 W. 46th St. (9th Ave.)
212.397.7597

A theater district standout, Becco could be
a great restaurant for a group dinner with
shareable plates. The Sinfonia di Paste is
a great opportunity to sample three daily
pasta preparations by the executive chef.
For meat lovers, the Osso Buco alla Becco
is a signature veal shank that will fall off
the bone with the touch of your fork. This
is high quality Italian at its best.

Cipriani
55 Wall St. (William St.)
212.699.4096

Grandiose with its high ceilings and majestic white columns, Cipriani transports
you to another place where you are the
VIP for the night. With multiple event
spaces such as a library room, private
vault room and a beautiful outdoor balcony, the ambiance and service creates your
Cipriani experience. Food is portioned on
the larger side so order accordingly. Their
pesto is rumored to be the best in the city!

Del Posto
85 10th Ave. (16th St.)
212.497.8090

If there’s an honor to be had by a restaurant, it’s a good bet Del Posto has earned
it, and with good reason: from the live
classical piano music setting the mood to
the extraordinary black-tie service to the
immaculately appointed dining room, the
pristine setting is just the beginning at
this temple of Italian cuisine. The fiveand eight-course tasting menus change
seasonally, but the reliably excellent food
is always complemented by the exceptional
wine list, among the city’s best. Looking to
indulge? This is the place.

Davio’s Northern
Italian Steakhouse
447 Lexington Ave. (45th St.)
212.661.4810

Davio’s takes their Italian heritage seriously, serving hearty handmade pastas
alongside their chophouse menu of steaks
and sides. Top-notch imported ingredients, including Umbrian lentils and San
Marzano tomatoes, lend Old World flavor
to the satisfying plates, which range from
pasta with gorgonzola, ricotta, mascarpone, parmigiano and black truffle butter
to a 14-oz. Prime New York sirloin that
rivals any cut in town. Well-trained waiters service their well-dressed clientele
for breakfast, lunch and dinner daily in a
warm, subterranean space that suits the
appealing menu of well-executed favorites.

Grimaldi's
1 Front St. (York St.)
718.858.4300
Grimaldi's can prove why it is considered
a NYC institution by its residents. Even
before biting into a slice, you can smell the
wonderful aroma of the coal brick oven it
was baked in. The crust is crisp, thin, and
chewy, which leads way to the voluptuous
mozzarella and savory marinara. Eating
a New York style pizza under the iconic
Brooklyn Bridge? Priceless.

Il Mulino Uptown
37 E. 60th St. (Madison Ave.)
212.750.3270

Dress nicely. Keep your elbows off the
table. Chew with your mouth closed.
All good advice, but the most important
words for prospective Il Mulino diners?
Bring your appetite. Don’t be fooled by
the luxuriously spare décor and pristine
white linens: these Italians want you to
eat. Their complimentary antipasti is
legendary (think all-you-can-eat salumi
and nuggets of imported pecorino) and the
house focaccia has been the end of many
a feigned “gluten allergy.” Il Mulino is the
Italian nonna you always wanted, swathed
in George Clooney’s dapper throw-back
style.

L'Artusi
228 W. 10th St. (Bleecker St.)
212.255.5757

With impeccable service and scrumptious
Italian dishes, L'Artusi is gaining stardom
in the food world. Start off by asking for
the house made ricotta as an appetizer. It
may not be on the menu, but it is said to be
existent and delicious. Any pasta dish will
go above any expectations, but if there is a
pasta special that night, grab it before it
goes! End the meal with the olive oil cake
with rich yet subtle flavors, and moist consistency.

Gaonnuri
1250 Broadway (32nd St.)
212.971.9045

The panoramic view from a 39th floor
penthouse suite paired with the clean
lines and overall sleek interior alone is
worth a visit to this Korean restaurant.
Order Haemul Pajun, a scallion pancake
with seafood folded in, for a hot appetizer. You can't go wrong with Korean table
barbecue, more specifically the Marinated
Galbi (prime beef short rib) and the Dolsot
Bibimbap, rice with assorted vegetables
served in a traditional hot stone bowl.

Hakkasan
311 W. 43rd Street (8th Ave.)
212.776.1818

Nibble scallop shu mai or sip lobster and
yellow chive soup behind intricate Christian Liaigre screens in the spacious-yet-intimate dining room at Hakkasan, where
every meal is an excuse to pull your most
expensive pair of shoes out of the back of
the closet. The moody lighting is filtered
through slabs of Italian marble, making
the roasted silver cod with Champagne
and Chinese honey sauce look even sexier. Catch your date’s eye across the table.
Hold it for a moment. Now coyly reach for
your cocktail. Somehow, it all feels…right.

MANHATTAN’S NEWEST STEAKHOUSE

Modern Luxury With a
Classic New York Vibe

Joe's Shanghai
9 Pell St. (Bowery)
212.233.8888

The home of soup dumplings, xiao long
bao, in Chinatown, Joe's Shanghai may
have a line and is cash only. However, with
prompt and efficient s ervice y ou w ill b e
seated quickly to enjoy this warm and
soothing Chinese treat. Grab some scallion
pancakes while you're there, as they are
served piping hot, crisp and chewy. This is
a great stop on any food tour!

Shun Lee Palace
155 E. 55th St. (Lexington Ave.)
212.371.8844

Shun Lee Palace provides elegant, elevated Chinese food in midtown. A dragon
shaped glass decoration adorns the ceiling
of the main dining area and suited servers provide attentive service. Try Ants
Climb on a Tree, a stir fry beef dish with
cellophane noodles in a spicy, tangy garlic
sauce garnished with greens. A name like
that gives this tasty dish the right amount
of attention.

Zengo
622 Third Ave. (42nd St.)
212.808.8110

A trendy Latin-Asian style blend, Zengo
combines flavors in an artful manner. Key
dishes to try are the zesty Thai Chicken
Empanada, Duck Confit Daikon Radish
Tacos, and Braised Short Rib Coca. A tequila bar continues the fusion with drinks
like Tamarind-Togarashi Margarita and
Bangkok Princesa. The drinks perfectly
combine heat with sweet.

Oak Room

Upstairs Dining

USDA Prime Steaks
Dry Aged 30-35 Days
“A Difference You Can Taste”
135 E 55th Street|New York, NY
212-588-1585
www.angusclubsteakhouse.com

DINING
A M E R I CA N
21 Club
21 W. 52nd St. (5th Ave.)
212.582.7200

A restaurant overflowing with history and
old fashion, white glove service, 21 Club
is a standout for business meetings and
a special night out. A jacket is required
for entrance, but it will be worth it as you
admire the figurines and trinkets adorning the ceiling, followed by a visit to the
historic wine cellar once used during the
prohibition era. Needless to say, the wine
list is extensive and with a pre theater, pre
fixe lunch, and a la carte menus, dabble in
high quality fine dining.

Beauty & Essex
146 Essex St. (Stanton St.)
212.614.0146
Feel the bustle of this trendy restaurant as
you enter what looks like a cute little pawn
shop. Experience a favorite childhood meal
in a newly fashioned way by ordering the
Grilled Cheese, Smoked Bacon & Tomato
Soup Dumplings. Because it is tapas style,
try an array of food like the roasted bone
marrow, vinegar fries and chicken meatballs. The rumor is that free champagne is
served in the ladies room!

Bryant Park Grill
25 W. 40th St. (6th Ave.)
212.840.6500

Bryant Park Grill overlooks the green and
bustle of Bryant Park from multi-dining
settings. Whether it's through the spacious windows of the main dining room,
airy rooftop lounge, or Parisian style
garden, you will find yourself in the ideal
location for people watching and charming conversation. Try the Challah French
Toast with mascarpone mousse and mixed
berries or savory steak frites.

The National
557 Lexington Ave. (50th St.)
212.715.2400

The National is a must visit for fans of
the Food Network's Iron Chef, Geoffrey
Zakarian. The restaurant has an inviting
and comfy charm with its warm lights and
clean, dark wood decor. His new American
style food excels in its simplicity but still
contains small creative twists. Try the
tender braised lamb shank and a NTL
mule drink with fresh ginger to spice up
your meal.
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SU SH I
The Lambs Club
132 W. 44th St. (Broadway)
212.997.5262

Upon entrance, The Lambs Club offers a
foxy, red leather furniture atmosphere
with jazz and low lights adding a touch
of sophistication. The Spanish Octopus
a la Plancha offers a mouth watering,
well-cooked seafood treat. The local Long
Island Duck Breast offers a crispy skin
surrounding a juicy duck breast that hosts
a decadent black truffle sauce.

Pennsylvania 6
132 W. 31st St. (Fashion Ave.)
212.727.3666

A hidden gem amongst the hustle and
bustle of the Penn Station crowd, Pennsylvania 6 NYC is conveniently located for
any meal. They have an unlimited drinks
and brunch meal deal for $29 on the weekends where you can still order their popular Blue Crab Mac & Cheese. Chunks of
jumbo lump crab and fontina cheese melt
into each other in the cast iron skillet. If
coming for lunch or dinner try the luscious
and savory Tartufo Pizza with taleggio,
mushrooms, shaved truffle and a fried egg
on top.

SE A F OOD
Catch
21 Ninth Ave. (W. 13th St.)
212.392.5978
In the hip Meatpacking District, this massive contemporary seafood haven boasts a
lively open kitchen and nautical-chic décor
that includes hammered copper, exposed
brick and honey-colored wood paneling.
The bi-level restaurant also features a
soaring rooftop bar and lounge where wellheeled guests nibble a signature salmon,
hamachi and tuna tartare trio with American caviar and wasabi crème fraiche while
sipping Seraphina cocktails: ginger-infused Bombay Sapphire with watermelon
juice, lemon, and agave, aka. a shaker full
of summer.

City Crab and Seafood Company
235 Park Ave. S. (19th St.)
212.529.3800

New York’s grand fish house tradition
is alive and well at City Crab, where the
100+ varieties of shellfish at their raw
bar are just the beginning. An admirably
creamy rendition of New England clam
chowder is prelude to Alaskan snow crab
legs sautéed in garlic butter or a “Down
East” lobster bake with mussels, clams,
corn and potatoes in the bi-level dining
room, while crisp rosé complements clams
casino at the comfortable bar during happy hour daily.

Harlow
111 E. 56th St. (Park Ave.)
212.935.6600

Like the building that houses it, which
features ornate chandeliers and original
stained glass windows from the building’s
first life (as a gift to actress Marion Davies
from William Randolph Hearst – what a
gift!), Harlow is a work of art. The sultry
dining room is an appropriately upscale
setting for strozzapretti with king crab,
sea urchin, garlic, shallots and lemon or
diver scallops with sunchoke and truffle
butter, accompanied by a bottle of Billecart-Salmon Grand Cru Champagne.

Ocean Grill
384 Columbus Ave. (W. 79th St.)
212.579.2300

Ocean Grill’s scalloped, fabric-covered central light fixture evokes the ridged shells of
their pristine oysters, but the effect is inviting, making the sumptuous dining room
an appealing place to sample pan-seared
ahi tuna with Okinawa potatoes, bok choy
and black plum sauce or fluke sushi with
hot chili and seaweed. The restaurant also
offers an attractive outdoor patio, nestled
against the building’s brick façade beneath blue umbrellas, perfect for lingering
over a few dozen oysters and a gin martini
on a sunny afternoon.

SU SH I
Blue Ribbon Sushi Bar & Grill
308 W. 58th St. (8th Ave.)
212.397.0404

The wooden walls and benches of Blue Ribbon Sushi Bar & Grill give this restaurant
its edge. Hidden in the 6 Columbus Hotel,
the restaurant's Oxtail Fried Rice will fill
you with the intense bone marrow flavor
mixed with the earthiness of the shiitake
mushrooms and tender richness of the
shredded oxtail meat. Feel like an insider
as you dine in this trendy establishment.

Hatsuhana Sushi Restaurant
17 E. 48th St. (5th & Madison Ave.)
212.355.3345

Talented and famously stern, the sushi chefs at Hatsuhana know their way
around the business end of a santoku
knife. Their obsessive attention to detail
yields dishes like the Box of Dreams, nine
miniature bowls of raw or cooked sashimi
cuts over rice presented in a lacquer box –
as stunning as it is delicious. Other, more
unusual options, like the mini bowl of sea
urchin and salmon caviar, round out the
incredibly affordable menu, all served in
the soothingly austere, well-lit, blond wood
shingled dining room.

cont.

Megu Midtown
845 United Nations Plaza
(48th St.)
212.964.7777

A modern Japanese styled restaurant,
Megu adds flare to its dishes. For example, Kobe Beef is grilled and presented on
a Mt. Fuji lava stone. Its crispy "Okaki"
asparagus on a wooden stick provides an
inviting fluffy crunch. For green tea dessert lovers, the green tea crepe tastes as
good as it looks: light yet decadent and
flavorful.

Exceptional Prime Dry-Aged Steaks and
Chops. Fresh Seafood. Mouth-Watering
Side Dishes. Exquisite Wines & Spirits.

Nobu
105 Hudson St. (Franklin St.)
212.219.0500

Nobu, a high esteemed Japanese restaurant/sushi bar in Tribeca, is known for
their fresh fish. The bluefin toro hagashi
special combines the meaty texture of the
tuna with the buttery toro (tuna belly),
to create a melt-in-your-mouth sensation.
Surprisingly, their hot dishes are standouts: rock shrimp tempura with ponzu or
creamy spicy sauce, and black cod with
miso.

Rue 57
60 W. 57th St. (6th Ave.)
212.307.5656

Rue 57’s Parisian bistro atmosphere belies the globe-trotting menu that ranges
from pasta primavera to sushi platters to
steak frites. Just below Central Park in
the heart of midtown’s tony shopping district, the restaurant is an all-day destination, serving scones, eggs and coffee in the
morning and a broad range of Europeanand Asian-inspired dishes for lunch and
dinner. The coveted outdoor café tables
fill up fast, but past the bushy palms and
red awnings is a lively dining room that is
equally glamorous.

SushiSamba
87 Seventh Ave. S. (Bleecker St.)
212.691.7885

Don’t let visions of mid-90s excess via “Sex
and the City” lure you away from SushiSamba, a reliably excellent gem in the
heart of the West Village. The rooftop bar
alone is worth a visit, but you’ll stay for the
crave-able green bean tempura with black
truffle aioli and knock-out ceviche, elaborately served in a hollowed-out coconut
on ice. The genuinely friendly service and
surprisingly affordable prices are the icing
on this often-overlooked cake.

Sushi of Gari 46
347 W. 46th St. (9th Ave.)
212.957.0046

Step between slate panels and bamboo
stalks to find a delightful surprise on the
Theater District’s storied restaurant row:
surrounded by faded restaurants of yesteryear, Sushi of Gari serves a fresh omakase
chef’s tasting menu of luscious sushi and
sashimi in an unassuming setting that
might be Manhattan’s most affordable raw
fish splurge. Garnet-colored strips of tuna
and citrine pearls of roe are simply and expertly presented in course after top-notch
course, and the kitchen doesn’t stop bringing them until you say so.

“...steak for everyone.”
- The New York Times

“...the most delicious steaks and
seafood in town.” - Forbes
Open 7 Days A Week!
255 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10016
212.532.7600
219 EAST 44TH ST.
NEW YORK, NY 10017
UNDER RENOVATIONS RE-OPENING SOON!
BENANDJACKSSTEAKHOUSE.COM
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Fun Home

A Gentleman's Guide to Love and Murder

I

An Act of God

f there were one aspect of New York City that encapsulates the city’s standing as one of the
world’s most vibrant entertainment epicenters, many would point to Broadway theater. As the
city’s focal point for the very best musicals and shows, the talent, theatrics, and production
value found on Broadway is second to none. Whether you’re looking to experience a record-setting
musical classic like The Phantom of The Opera, or a new play starring one of your favorite Hollywood
stars, the following pages will help guide you with detailed information and novel classification of
Broadway’s most current offerings. Over 13 million people attended a Broadway show in 2014,
making it the best-attended and highest-grossing year in history. Also known as the “Theater
District” and “The Great White Way,” head there today for unmatched excitement that’s perfect for
family outings or solo excursions.
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The 69th Annual Tony Awards
just aired June 7th live from
Radio City Music Hall. The Tony
Awards are Broadway’s version
of the Oscars, and honor the top
productions and performances
in shows that opened in the past
year. If you want to catch the
best that Broadway has to offer,
be sure to check out some of this
year’s big winners still playing
on the Great White Way…
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Chicago
Ambassador Theatre
219 W. 49th St. (8th Ave.)

The Lion King
Minskoff Theatre
1515 Broadway (45th St.)

The Phantom of the Opera
Majestic Theater
245 W. 44th St. (8th Ave.)

Jersey Boys
August Wilson Theatre
245 W. 52nd St. (8th Ave.)

Mamma Mia!
Broadhurst Theatre
235 W. 44th St. (7th & 8th Aves.)

Wicked
Gershwin Theatre
222 W. 51st St. (8th Ave.)

Classic Fosse choreography plus a musical tale of murder and corruption make
Chicago a sultry sensation. It’s sexy, it’s
indulgent...it’s a show that winds you
around its finger and has you coming back
for more. Mon.Tues.Thurs.Fri., 8; Sat.,
2:30 & 8; Sun., 2:30 & 7.

TONY award-winner in 2006, Jersey Boys
is still going strong telling the story of
Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons, as
they journey from Jersey kids to music superstars. Tues.-Thurs., 7; Fri. & Sat., 8;
Wed. & Sat., 2; Sun., 3.

TONY award-winner for Best Musical,
this show has wowed over 50 million people by bringing to life the Serengeti right
here in Manhattan. Dazzling costumes
and unforgettable music transport you in
this remarkable show. Tues., 7; Wed. &
Sat., 2 & 8; Thurs. & Fri., 8; Sun., 3.

Woven with classic music from the band
Abba, Mamma Mia is an absolute win for
every member of the family who has a toe
to tap. Mon.-Sat., 8; Thurs. & Sat., 2.
Closes 9/5.

The longest running musical in Broadway
history, this classic and brooding musical
about seduction and sorrow is perhaps
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s masterpiece,
with exquisite costume and set design
to match. Mon.Wed.-Sat., 8; Tues., 7;
Thurs. & Sat., 2.

The story of the Wicked Witch of the West
and Glinda the Good Witch, this musical
takes a fantastical journey through a different dimension of Oz. Tues., 7; Wed., 2
& 7; Thurs. & Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun.,
3. Mon. & Tues., 7; Wed., 2 & 7; Thurs.
& Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.
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A Gentleman’s Guide to
Love and Murder
Walter Kerr Theatre
219 W. 48th St. (Broadway)

Tony Award winner Jefferson Mays (I Am
My Own Wife) plays eight roles in this
frisky musical romp set in Edwardian England about a line of heirs, family money
— and homicide. Tues. & Thurs., 7; Fri.,
8; Wed. & Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

DON’T WAIT
ONE DAY MORE.

Aladdin
New Amsterdam Theatre
214 W. 42nd St. (7th Ave.)

Aladdin, a poor street kid who falls in love
with a princess, has a life-changing experience after discovering the secrets of a magic lamp. Based on the 1992 Disney movie.
Tues. & Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 & 8; Fri., 8;
Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Beautiful:
The Carole King Musical
Stephen Sondheim Theatre
124 W. 43rd St. (6th & 7th Aves.)

Tells the inspiring true story of King's
remarkable rise to stardom, from being
part of a hit songwriting team with her
husband Gerry Goffin, to her relationship with fellow writers and best friends
Cynthia Weil and Barry Mann, to becoming one of the most successful solo acts in
popular music history. Tues.Wed.Thurs.,
7; Wed., 2; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

The Book of Mormon
Eugene O’Neill Theatre
230 W. 49th St. (8th Ave.)

THE ONE THE ONLY

Once in a blue moon does Broadway get
a show that’s so shockingly different and
hysterical as The Book of Mormon. From
the people behind South Park and Avenue
Q comes this hilarious tale of two Mormon
missionaries headed to Uganda. Tues.Thurs., 7; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 2 & 7.

THE LONGEST-RUNNING AMERICAN MUSICAL IN BROADWAY HISTORY

Hedwig & the Angry Inch
Belasco Theatre
111 W. 44th St. (6th Ave.)

John Cameron Mitchell stars in this
ground-breaking rock musical about a
transgender singer's quest to find her other half. Tues.-Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Photos: Platon

Based on a true story of a conservative but
failing British men's footwear factory that
switches gears and starts producing kinky
boots. Features a score by Cyndi Lauper
and book by Harvey Fierstein. Tues. &
Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 & 8; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 &
8; Sun., 3. No performances Saturday,
July 4 & Sunday, July 5.

Les Misérables
Imperial Theatre
249 W. 45th St. (8th Ave.)

CHICAGOTHEMUSICAL.COM
TELECHARGE.COM
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Cameron Mackintosh's acclaimed new
production of the classic musical, which
is making its third appearance on Broadway, features fresh scenic and narrative
elements as well as new orchestrations.
Tues. & Thurs., 7; Fri., 8; Wed. & Sat.,
2 & 8; Sun., 3.

BROADWAY’S

O IMPERIAL

THEATRE 249 West 45th Street
|
TELECHARGE.COM 212.239.6200 | LesMiz.com/Broadway
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Kinky Boots
Al Hirchfeld Theatre
302 W. 45th St. (8th Ave.)
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Matilda: The Musical
Shubert Theatre
225 W. 44th St. (7th Ave.)

This cherished childhood classic tells the
story of an intelligent and gifted child
who, unloved at home, tries to rid her
school of evil headmistress Miss Trunchbull. Adapted from the popular 1988 Roald
Dahl novel, Matilda heads to B’Way after
garnering a record seven Olivier Awards
in London. Tues. & Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 &
7:30; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Amazing Grace
Nederlander Theatre
208 W. 41st St. (7th Ave.)

A world premiere musical based on the
awe-inspiring true story behind the
world’s most beloved song. A captivating
tale of romance, rebellion and redemption,
this radiant production follows one man
whose incredible journey ignited a historic
wave of change. Tues.Thurs.Fri., 8; Wed.
& Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3. Tues. – Thurs.,
8; Fri., 2 & 8; Sat., 2; Sun., 3 (Through
July 5). Tues. – Sat., 8; Wed. & Sat., 2;
Sun., 3 (July 6 – 12). Mon. – Wed., 8;
Wed. & sat., 2; Sun. 3 (July 13 – 19).
Tues. & Thurs. 7; Wed., Fri., Sat., 8;
Wed. & Sat. 2; Sun., 3 (From July 20)
Fish in the Dark. Tues. & Thurs., 7;
Wed. 2 & 8; Fri., 2 & 8; Sat., 2 & 8.

An American In Paris
Palace Theatre
1564 Broadway (46th & 47th Sts.)
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The romantic story of a young American
soldier, a beautiful French girl and an indomitable European city, each yearning
for a new beginning in the aftermath of
war. Tues. & Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 & 8; Fri.,
8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

Finding Neverland

Lunt-Fontanne Theatre
APPROVALS
205 W. 46 St. (7 & 8 Aves.)
th

th

th

CreativeThis
Director
Tom
musical
follows the story of author
J.M. Barrie Adina
and his relationship with the
Copywriter
family of widow Sylvia Llewelyn Davies,
Art Director
None
who eventually became Barrie's inspiraStudio Artist
tion to writeDelano
Peter Pan. Starring Matthew
and
Kelsey Grammer. Tues. &
AccountMorrison
Mgr
Danielle/Tom
Thurs., 7:30;
Proofreader
JoeWed., 2 & 7:30; Fri., 8; Sat.,
2 & 8; Sun., 3.
Production
Steve/Lila
Rob Kolb
Color Approval
Fun Home
Circle in the Square Theatre
235 W. 50th St. (8th Ave.)

Art
Live S
YE

When her father dies unexpectedly, graphic novelist Alison dives deep into her past
Document Path: Macintosh HD:Users:davist:Desk..._MM_NYCMonthlyMag_3rdPg_APR22.indd
to tell the story of the volatile, brilliant,
one-of-a-kind man whose temperament
and secrets defined her family and her life.
Arrives on Broadway after a sold-out, critically acclaimed run. Tues., 7; Wed., 2 &
8; Thurs. & Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.
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It Shoulda Been You
Brooks Atkinson Theatre
256 W. 47th St. (8th Ave.)
Wedding bells aren’t ringing, they’re
clanging at the union of a Jewish bride
and Catholic groom! The Steinberg and
Howard families couldn’t have less in
common…aside from the fact that their
children are about to tie the knot. Tues.
& Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 & 8; Fri., 8; Sat., 2
& 8; Sun., 3.

The King and I
Vivian Beaumont Theater
150 W. 65th St. (Amsterdam Ave.)
Set in 1860's Bangkok, the musical tells
the story of the unconventional and
tempestuous relationship that develops
between the King of Siam and Anna Leonowens, a British schoolteacher whom
the imperious King brings to Siam to tutor his many wives and children. Starring
Kelli O'Hara and Ken Watanabe. Tues., 7;
Wed., 2 & 8; Thurs. & Fri., 8; Sat., 2 &
8; Sun., 3.

Something Rotten!
St. James Theatre
246 W. 44th St. (8th Ave.)
When your theatrical competitors include
William Shakespeare, what can a couple
of brothers do to join the ranks of Elizabethan power players? Write a musical,
of course! Starring Christian Borle and
Brian d'Arcy James. Tues. & Thurs., 7;
Wed., 2; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 2 &
7:30.

“DELICIOUS!
DISTINCTLY
ORIGINAL AND
POWERFULLY
POIGNANT.
GREAT COMEDY!”
“LAUGH YOUR
TUCHAS OFF!”

A J EW I SH T R AG E DY

– Huffington Post

Written By & Starring BRAD ZIMMERMAN

8
SM ASH
MONTH!

“LIKE BILLY CRYSTAL’S 700 SUNDAYS!”
– Jewish Week

TH

“I’VE HAD THREE GREAT OPENING ACTS IN MY LIFETIME:
BILLY CRYSTAL, GARRY SHANDLING, AND

BRAD ZIMMERMAN.”
– Joan Rivers

Mon 7pm, Fri 7pm, Sat 2 & 7pm, Sun 2pm • $45 Mezzanine • $60 & $65 Orchestra
$99 VIP • TWO DRINK MINIMUM • Drinks start at $6 per

Stage 72-Triad Theatre 158 West 72

nd

St., New York City

Box Office: 212-868-4444 • Groups (12+): 212-400-6800

MySonTheWaiter.com
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On the Town
Lyric Theatre
213 W. 42nd St. (7th Ave.)

Three sailors, on a 24-hour shore leave at
the end of World War II, take New York by
storm as they search for "Miss Turnstiles,"
a poster girl on a subway display card.
They discover instead the sights of New
York City and three nice young women.
Tues. & Thurs., 7; Wed., 2 & 8; Fri., 8;
Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3.

On the Twentieth Century
American Airlines Theatre
227 W. 42nd St. (7th & 8th Aves.)

Hijinks aboard a luxury train trip from
Chicago to New York! A financially
strapped producer must convince a movie
star (his former lover and leading lady)
to sign on for a play. Starring Kristin
Chenoweth and Peter Gallagher. Tues.
Thurs.Fri., 8; Wed. & Sat., 2 & 8; Sun.,
2. Closes 7/19.

HOLLYWOOD TALENT

BROADWAY

An Act of God
Studio 54
254 W. 54th St. (8th Ave.)

God, in the form of Emmy and Golden
Globe Award-winner Jim Parsons, reveals
the mysteries of the Bible and answers
some of the deepest questions that have
plagued mankind. Tues.-Thurs., 7; Fri
& Sat., 8; Wed. & Sat., 2; Sun., 3. 2pm
Performance on Friday, July 3 / No
evening performance on Saturday,
July 4.

Fish in The Dark
Cort Theatre
138 W. 48th St. (6th & 7th Aves.)

Larry David ("Curb Your Enthusiasm")
wrote and stars in his first play. Women
love a self-confident bald man. The debut
play by the writer of "Seinfeld" and "Curb
Your Enthusiasm" deals with the aftermath of a death in the family. Jason Alexander begins June 9. Tues. & Thurs., 7;
Wed., 2 & 8; Fri., 8; Sat., 2 & 8; Closes
7/19.

The Curious Incident of the
Dog in the Night-Time
Ethel Barrymore Theatre
243 W. 47th St. (8th Ave.)

info@empiresteakhousenyc.com
www.empiresteakhousenyc.com

aste...”
he t
“Experience t

The play tells the story of Christopher,
who becomes a suspect when a neighbor's dog is speared with a garden fork.
He embarks on a mission to discover the
truth about the dog’s untimely death, recording everything in a notebook — even
though his father has forbidden it. Tues.
& Thurs., 7; Wed.Fri.Sat., 8; Wed. &
Sat., 2; Sun., 3.

Hand to God
Booth Theatre
222 W. 45th St. (7th & 8th Aves.)

Set in a devoutly Christian Texas town, the
play revolves around a puppet that takes
over the personality of the human who is
supposedly manipulating it. The original
cast from the acclaimed Off-Broadway run
returns. Tues., 7; Wed.-Sat., 8; Wed. &
Sat., 2; Sun., 3.

Wolf Hall Parts One and Two
Winter Garden Theatre
1634 Broadway (7th Ave.)

Hilary Mantel's fictional tour de force (the
novels Wolf Hall and Bring Up the Bodies)
arrives onstage in a thrilling theatrical
experience about the deceit, betrayal and
intrique at the court of Henry VIII. Both
parts of the production can either be seen
in one day with a dinner break of approximately two-and-a-half hours, or can be
seen on two different days. Part 1: Wed. &
Sat., 2; Thurs., 7; Sun., 1. Part 2: Wed.,
7:30; Fri. & Sat., 8; Sun., 6:30. Part 2:
Wed., 7:30; Fri. & Sat., 8; Sun., 6:30.
Closes 7/5.

237 West 54th Street | NY, NY 10019
212.586.9700

BROADWAY

OFF -BROADWAY
The 39 Steps
Union Square Theatre
100 E. 17th St. (Union Sq. E.)

Part espionage thriller and part slapstick
comedy, the production features four actors who portray all the characters and all
the action from the 1935 Alfred Hitchcock
film, including the chase atop the Flying
Scotsman train, a bi-plane crash and the
death-defying finale in London’s Palladium Theatre. Mon., 7; Wed. & Sat., 2 & 8;
Thurs. & Fri., 8; Sun., 3.

4 INSANELY TALENTED ACTORS, 150 ROLES
100 BREAKNECK MINUTES OF SHEER THEATRICAL FUN

39STEPSNY.COM

TICKETMASTER 877.250.2929

UNION SQUARE THEATRE 100 EAST 17TH ST.

Clinton the Musical
New World Stages
340 W. 50th St. (8th Ave.)

After a six-year run on Broadway, it’s still
utterly hilarious with irresistible music
and puppetry at its best and bravest. A
laugh-out- loud musical that tells the
timeless story of a recent college grad
named Princeton who moves into a shabby New York apartment all the way out on
Avenue Q. Mon., Wed. – Fri., 8; Sat., 2 &
8; Sun., 3 & 7:30.

The deliciously hilarious new comedy
starring Dan Lauria (“The Wonder Years,”
Lombardi), Ray Abruzzo (“The Sopranos”)
and Richard Zavaglia (“Donnie Brasco”)
about a couple of old-time wise guys who
just want to have a good Italian meal, a
few laughs, and tie-up some loose ends before dessert. Tues., 7; Wed.-Sat., 8; Wed.
& Sat., 2; Sun., 3. Closes 7/5.

Bayside! The Musical!
Theatre 80
80 St. Mark’s Place (1st Ave.)

Disenchanted!
Westside Theatre
407 W. 43rd St. (9th Ave.)

The hilarious unofficial & unauthorized
musical parody of TV's #1 Teen Drama
SAVED BY THE BELL! It's Tacky! It's
Wacky! It's Totally Zacky! Thurs.-Sat., 8.

Black Angels over Tuskegee
St. Luke’s Theatre
308 W. 46th St. (8th Ave.)

Blue Man Group
Astor Place Theatre
434 Lafayette St. (Astor Pl.)

Starring a trio of bald and blue-painted
characters, the Blue Man Group takes
the audience on a hilarious, avant-garde
journey through sound and science. The
performance is mesmerizing, stimulating
yet hypnotic, and a unique multisensory
tour de force. Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri.,
8; Wed., 2 & 8; Sat., Sun., 2, 5 & 8; Mon.,
7/14, 21, 28 & Fri., 18 & 25, 5.

Experience the man who famously proclaimed, "I am ready to meet my Maker.
Whether my Maker is prepared for the
great ordeal of meeting me is another matter." The influential Nobel Prize laureate
discusses his failures and his successes;
his love of art, liquor and women; and the
bravery of Britain's finest hour. Mon., 7;
Wed. & Fri., 8; Thurs. & Sat., 2:30 & 8;
Sun., 3

at the

If President William Jefferson Clinton
behaved like two different people—one
moment noble, the next naughty—that’s
because he was! Two actors play the two
aspects of the 42nd president in this new
show first seen in the 2014 New York Musical Theatre Festival. Mon.Wed.-Fri., 8;
Sat., 2 & 8; Sun., 3 & 7.

Dinner With The Boys
Acorn Theatre
410 W. 42nd St. (9th Ave.)

Churchill
New World Stages
340 W. 50th St. (8th Ave.)
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Avenue Q
New World Stages
340 W. 50th St. (8th Ave.)

Based on true events. The story of the Tuskegee Airmen told in narrative of six men
embarking upon a journey to become the
first African-American fighter pilots in the
U.S. Army Air Forces. The play explores
their collective struggle with Jim Crow,
their intelligence, patriotism, dreams of
an inclusive fair society and brotherhood.
Saturdays at 1pm.

fuerza bruta

OFF-BROADWAY

Poisoned apples. Glass slippers. Who
needs 'em?! Not Snow White and her posse of disenchanted princesses...forget the
fairy tales you think you know as these
royal renegades toss off their tiaras in a
subversive, not-for-kids musical. Mon. &
Tues., 7; Thurs. & Fri., 8; Sat., 3 & 8;
Sun., 3 & 7:30.

Drunk Shakespeare
The Lounge at Roy Arias Stages
300 W. 43rd St. (8th Ave.)

A company of “professional drinkers with
a serious Shakespeare problem,” one cast
member will have 5 shots of Whiskey as
they perform one of Shakespeare’s classics. Drink along with the performers; it’s
(hopefully) nothing like your High School
English class! Wed. & Thurs., 8; Fri. &
Sat., 8 & 10.

The Fantasticks
Snapple Theater Center
1627 Broadway (50th St.)

Tells the story of a young man and the girl
next door, whose parents have built a wall
to keep them apart. The youngsters nevertheless contrive to meet and fall in love.
Mon.Tues.Fri., 8; Wed., 2; Sat., 2 & 8;
Sun., 3 & 7:30.

The Gazillion Bubble Show
New World Stages 4
340 W. 50th St. (8th & 9th Aves.)

Record-breaking bubble artist Fan Yang
explores the fragile and mysterious world
of soap bubbles, blending art and science
in a dazzling display. This interactive
show features fantastic light effects, lasers and masterpieces of bubble artistry.
Thurs., 11 & 2; Fri., 7; Sat., 11,2,4:30;
Sun., 12 & 3.

APRNYC
*Discount valid through 5/31/15. Valid on all in stock merchandise.
Discount not valid on special orders or previous purchases. Not redeemable for cash.
Cannot be combined with any other offers.
Discount taken before tax and shipping costs are applied.

MUSEUMS

A RT
American Folk Art Museum
2 Lincoln Sq.
(Columbus Ave. at 66th St.)
212.595.9533

The premier institution devoted to the creative expression of self-taught artists, this
museum holds more than 7,000 artworks
dating from the 18th century to the present. There is an astounding variety of objects here, including paintings, drawings,
textiles, ceramic objects, furniture and
handmade items like carousel animals,
weathervanes, game boards and shop
signs. Fans of renowned outsider artist
Henry Darger, rejoice. This place holds the
largest collection anywhere of his works,
including paintings, collages, drawings,
manuscripts, and other materials.

The Cloisters
99 Margaret Corbin Dr.
(Ft. Tryon Pk.)
212.923.3700

TheWhitney Museum

This northern outpost of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art is all about medieval art
and architecture, from gorgeous stainedglass windows to its must-see collection
of unicorn tapestries. A stroll through
the museum’s atmospheric chapels, picturesque cloisters and enchanting herb
gardens will instantly conjure romantic
images of medieval knights and maidens.
Be sure to explore the picturesque walkways of surrounding Fort Tryon Park, a
lovely setting for the intoxicating experience of being transported to another time
and place.

Cooper Hewitt,
Smithsonian Design Museum
2 E. 91st St. (Fifth Ave.)
212.849.8400

The Metropolitan Museum of Art

N

Cooper Hewitt

o other city in the U.S. – and few in the world -- can compete with New York when it comes
to number and diversity of museums. From huge megastars like the Metropolitan Museum
of Art and American Museum of Natural History to lesser known gems like the intimate
Morgan Library and Museum, the city truly has it all in the arts and culture department. A good
place to start your museum-hopping excursion might be upper Fifth Avenue, with visits to the
Latino-flavored Museo del Barrio and its gracious neighbor, Museum of the City of New York. Then
work your way down “Museum Mile” to the Jewish Museum, Cooper-Hewitt, Guggenheim and
Met, all within walking distance of each other. Another idea: spend a day downtown, visiting the
New Museum, National Museum of the American Indian and National September 11 Memorial
and Museum; or hop a train across the river to the Brooklyn Museum. Art and design, culture and
history– they’re all represented by exciting NYC institutions that await your visit. Start planning
your itinerary here.
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The only museum in the nation devoted
exclusively to historic and contemporary
design, Cooper Hewitt is home to a diverse
collection of objects spanning 30 centuries (!). Situated in the visually imposing
former mansion of industrialist Andrew
Carnegie, the museum recently reopened
after three years’ renovation. Try out one
of the fantastic new interactive features,
like the Immersion Room, where you can
select wallpaper from the museum’s extensive collection and project it onto the walls.
Or just browse the textiles, furniture, toys,
jewelry, kitchen appliances or whatever
strikes your fancy.

The Metropolitan
Museum of Art
1000 Fifth Ave. (82nd St.)
212.535.7710

With nearly two million artworks spanning 5,000 years, The Met is the largest
art museum in the U.S., with a mind-bogglingly extensive array of holdings, from
Classical Greek sculpture to contemporary
photography. Check out one of the many
special exhibits or explore the museum’s
vast collections of Ancient Egyptian art
(and the splendid Temple of Dendur); myriad rooms of European paintings; African,
Asian or Islamic art; or the always gorgeous Costume Institute offerings. Refuel
at the relatively inexpensive but impressively eclectic cafeteria on the ground floor.

Museum of American
Illustration
128 E. 63rd St.(Lexington Ave.)
212.838.2560

In 1901 the Society of Illustrators was
founded “… to promote generally the art
of illustration and to hold exhibitions from
time to time.” Since 1939 the Society has
been housed in this graceful, five-story
townhouse, where the lower levels eventually became the museum it is today. In
addition to special exhibits ranging from
alternative comics to children’s book illustration, there’s a permanent collection
boasting nearly 2,000 works by the greatest names in the field. Fledgling illustrators are welcome to hone their skills at
twice-weekly “sketch nights.”

Museum of Arts and Design
2 Columbus Cir. (58th St.)
212.299.7777

A celebration of historic and contemporary
innovation in art, craft and design, MAD
is conveniently located at the southwest
corner of Central Park. The museum’s
new (2008) spacious home boasts 54,000
square feet of galleries displaying a dazzling array of objects, including over 100
colorful quilts from 17 countries; metal
work from teapots to incense burners, and
beautiful wooden pieces including Frank
Gehry’s curvy Power Play Armchair and
other innovative examples of furniture.
Jewelry lovers, take note: MAD is the only
American museum with a gallery dedicated to contemporary jewelry.

Museum of Modern Art
11 W. 53rd St. (5th & 6th Ave.)
212.708.9400

Considered by many the most influential
modern art museum in the world, MoMA
has been on the cutting edge of the field
since its founding in 1929. It’s impossible
not to be delighted by something here,
whether it be a Jackson Pollock from the
permanent collection or one of the special
exhibits, which range from blockbuster
retrospectives of major artists to collections by avant-garde photographers. Don’t
forget to pay a visit to Van Gogh’s hauntingly beautiful The Starry Night, an unfailingly soul-stirring experience.

Neue Galerie
1048 Fifth Ave. (86th St.)
212.628.6200

Housed in a distinguished Beaux-Arts
style mansion designed by New York Public Library architects Carrère & Hastings,
the Neue Galerie is devoted to early 20th
century German and Austrian art and
design. It’s easy to feel the spirit of 1920s
Vienna, not just embodied in the works
by masters such as Schiele, Kandinsky,
Klee and Klimt (whose famed Portrait of
Adele Bloch-Bauer I resides here), but in
two cozy cafes serving up authentic specialties including strudel and Linzertorte.
Wunderbar!

Rubin Museum of Art
150 W. 17th St (Seventh Ave.)
212.620.5000

A lovely gem of a space devoted to the art
and cultures of the Himalayas, India and
nearby regions, the Rubin is one of New
York’s more engaging museums. With
special exhibits ranging from ancient artworks to modern multi-media projects,
and a permanent collection focused on
myriad forms of Tibetan art, the Rubin is a
treasure trove of works you probably won’t
see anywhere else. Feast your eyes on colorful scroll paintings, beautiful sculptures
and – best of all – fearsome depictions of
powerful deities representing fascinating
creeds and cultures.

Whitney Museum
99 Gansevoort St.
(Washington & 10th Sts.)
212.570.3600

The Whitney, New York’s beloved institution devoted to art of the U.S., has
just re-opened in its brand new, Renzo
Piano-designed space located in the hip
Meatpacking District. Inaugural exhibit
America Is Hard to See is an unprecedented selection of works from the Whitney’s
permanent collection, comprising approximately 650 pieces by some 400 artists,
with rarely shown pieces side by side with
familiar icons by Hopper, O’Keeffe, and
Calder, among others. Whether exploring
the fabulous new building and its Hudson
River views or admiring all that fantastic
art, you won’t be disappointed.

CULTURE
American Museum of
Natural History
Central Park West (79th St.)
212.769.5100

One of the most celebrated museums
on earth, the AMNH has 45 permanent
exhibit halls housing myriad human, animal, plant, fossil and rock specimens, in
addition to the renowned Rose Center for
Earth and Space. Don’t miss the amazing
array of dinosaur skeletons in the Fossil
Halls, the Millstein Hall of Ocean Life’s
great squid vs. whale combat diorama, or
the towering display of eight “alarmed”
elephants in the Akeley Hall of African
Mammals. Night at the Museum fans
can recreate their favorite scenes with a
self-guided tour of exhibits featured in the
movies.

The Anne Frank Center USA
44 Park Pl. (Church St.)
212.431.7993

A partner to the famed Anne Frank House
in Amsterdam, NYC’s Anne Frank Center
was started by Anne’s father Otto Frank
as the Anne Frank Foundation in 1959.
Using the diary and spirit of its namesake,
the center’s mission is to educate about
the dangers of intolerance, antisemitism,
racism and discrimination, and to inspire
a world built on equal rights and respect.
This unique, contemplative space includes
an interactive exhibit telling Anne’s story
via diary excerpts, stories and images of
her family and those who hid with her.

MUSEUMS
CULTURA L

cont.

Jewish Museum
1109 Fifth Ave. (92nd St.)
212.423.3200

Located in the lovely Felix M. Warburg
House, a former mansion on New York’s
famed Museum Mile, the Jewish Museum
houses 30,000 works of art and cultural
artifacts reflecting the global Jewish experience. Its excellent special exhibits are as
acclaimed as those of larger art museums,
while its permanent collection includes
international treasures from ancient to
modern times. Archaeological artifacts,
ceremonial art, old and contemporary
paintings, beautiful and unusual menorahs; these are just some of the wondrous
things to behold here, for art aficionados
of all cultures.

Lower East Side Tenement
Museum
97 Orchard St. (Delancey St.)
212.431.0233

This typical five-story brick tenement
building, like many in the neighborhood,
was home to approximately 7,000 working-class people, from more than 20 countries, between 1863 and 1935. Unlike its
renovated neighbors, however, 97 Orchard
preserves and interprets the history of the
city’s immigration through guided tours
of apartments representing different time
periods. Amid the dim lighting, recreated
furnishings and appropriately garbed actors playing former tenants, it’s not hard
to imagine a bygone neighborhood and the
lives of those who gave up everything to
settle here.

The Museum at FIT
227 W. 27th St. (Seventh Ave.)
212.217.4558

This clean, airy space, which bills itself
quite reasonably as “the most fashionable
museum in New York City,” is the public
face of the most celebrated school of design
studies in the U.S. With one gallery devoted to items from a permanent collection of
50,000 garments and accessories dating
from the 18th century to present, another
to innovative special exhibits, and yet another holding student and faculty shows,
this is a must-visit for anyone with even a
passing interest in the history and industry of clothing.

Museum of American Finance
48 Wall St. (William St.)
212.908.4110
The only independent museum
dedicated to preserving, exhibiting and
teaching about American finance and financial history, this Smithsonian affiliate
is fittingly situated in an old bank building
on (where else?) Wall Street. Permanent
exhibits range from currency, banking, and
stock markets to the U.S.’s first treasury
secretary and mastermind of our financial
system, Mr. Alexander Hamilton. It’s all
surprisingly fascinating, even if you have
no head for business or economics, and
you’ll leave with a better understanding
of where your money comes from -- and
where it goes.

E X H IB IT SPOTL I G H T
NEW YORK VIEW: MTA ARTS & DESIGNS ILLUSTRATES THE CITY

The Museum of American Illustration

Museum of the American
Gangster
78 St Marks Pl. (First Ave.)
212.228-5735

It may be small, but this newish museum is heavily steeped in both history and
atmosphere. Located upstairs from a notorious former speakeasy, the two-room
hideout is packed with curiosities like the
bullet that killed Pretty Boy Floyd, a classic tommy gun, and John Dillinger’s death
masks. Be sure to take a guided tour to
view the old speakeasy-turned-theater and
be on the lookout for the restless ghosts of
Lucky Luciano and other bygone mobsters
who probably still haunt the place.

New York Historical Society
170 Central Park West (77th St.)
212.873.3400

Founded in 1804, the New-York Historical Society (N-YHS) collects and protects
the city’s history. As the oldest museum
in NYC (predating the Met by nearly 70
years), N-YHS chronicles the city’s past
and present, with much of their 40,000-object collection in full view and accessible
via contemporary touch screens and interactive exhibits. Expect Tiffany lamps
and Audobon watercolors alongside Revolutionary War-era portraits, Civil War
letters and newspapers and artifacts
preserved from 9/11. N-YHS is also home
to Caffè Storico, a gleaming Italian restaurant from renowned restaurateur Stephen
Starr.

New York Transit Museum
Boerum Pl. (Schermerhorn St.)
718.694.1600

Appropriately situated in a decommissioned subway station, the Transit Museum is one of the city’s most extraordinary
destinations. The sprawling space houses
a vast array of historical artifacts relating
to the city’s trains, buses, bridges and tunnels, including old maps, turnstiles, token
booths and countless other items. Hop
aboard vintage subway cars of various
eras (complete with period-appropriate
ads) for a taste of bygone commuter travel or slide into the driver’s seat of a city
bus and imagine steering that baby down
Broadway. You will be (yep) transported.

See HUBBLE@25,
an exhibition celebrating 25 years
of the Hubble Space Telescope.

The Paley Center for Media
25 W. 52nd St. (Sixth Ave.)
212.621.6600

Since 1991, the Metropolitan Transit Authority has commissioned almost
100 different graphic posters and art cards to be installed in subway cars,
subway stations and city buses. This exhibition celebrates a selection of
these works, part of the MTA’s program to bring visual arts to enliven the
public transit expeience in New York City. These works were intended to
make the daily commute a little more enjoyable, and introduce art in an
unexpected environment, and many celebrate the people and experiences
that make NYC so vibrant.
(Through 8/15, 128 E. 63rd St.)
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Formerly known as the Museum of Television & Radio and the Museum of Broadcasting, the Paley Center believes that
television and radio shows are artifacts
worthy of preservation, and we couldn’t
agree more! Close to 160,000 TV shows,
commercials and radio programs are available in the Center's library for visitors to
experience at individual consoles. From
The Honeymooners to Breaking Bad, the
1984 Super Bowl commercial introducing
the Macintosh computer to Olympics highlights, there’s a ton to choose from. Prepare to spend a nice chunk of time here.

West 46th Street & 12th Avenue

ATTRACTIONS

SIG H TSEEING
& TOURS
A Slice of Brooklyn Pizza Tour
145 Fourth Sve. (E. 14th St.)
917.678.9733
Only in Brooklyn would you starts and
end a sightseeing tour with pizza. It
couldn't be more appropriate: from the
Neapolitan-style thin crust at Grimaldi's
to the vastly different Sicilian-style pies
at L&B Spumoni Garden's, Manhattan's
kid-brother borough is as diverse as its
pizza offerings. This 4.5-hour bus tour
departs from Union Square and includes
landmarks like the Brooklyn Bridge,
Coney Island and even the settings of
famous movies that were filmed in Kings
Country. And, naturally, pizza: two slices
and a soda at both the beginning and the
end.

Brooklyn Bridge
East River
(enter at Park Row & Center St.)

Central Park

The views from this architectural marvel
spanning the East River are every inch as
good as you’ve imagined. The southernmost of Manhattan’s three bridges to
Brooklyn, the Brooklyn Bridge offers
river-width panoramas of the other two,
plus stunning stone arches that seem
designed to frame the skyscrapers of lower
Manhattan – even though they were built
centuries earlier. They won’t be the most
unique shots you’ve ever Instagrammed,
but they just might be some of the most
beautiful.
For a less crowded interborough stroll, aim for off-peak hours like
weekday mornings.

Empire State Building
Observatory
338-350 Fifth Ave. (34th St.)
212.736.3100
As skyscrapers grow ever taller,
observation decks have sprung up all
over the city. But nothing compares to
the towering original: the Empire State
Building. Since 1931, visitors have
marveled at the marble-paneled Art
Deco lobby, giddily felt their ears pop on
the elevator ride up and gasped aloud as
they step out onto the 86th-floor openair observatory. The 360-degree views of
Times Square, Central Park and New York
Harbor are unparalleled; nearly a century
after it was built, this remains the highest
open-air vantage point in the city.

Grand Central Terminal
89 E. 42nd St. (Lexington Ave.)
One of the busiest train stations in the
world, Grand Central is also one of the
most beautiful. From the 13-foot Tiffany
clock surrounded by classical statues on
its façade to the massive zodiac ceiling
mural above the main concourse, GCT is
literally awe-inspiring. Browse the various
shops, grab a snack at one of the many fast
food spots on the lower concourse, treat
yourself to drinks at the elegant Campbell
Apartment lounge or dine at the famed
Oyster Bar. This landmark is far more
than a commuter destination.

Gray Line Bus Tour
777 Eighth Ave. (47th St.)
212.445.0848
Gray Line’s hop-on, hop-off double decker
bus tours conveniently ferry you along
connected loops that offer prime views of
all of New York’s most famous landmarks
and attractions. Robust add-ons, from
guided tours in a choice of languages to
tickets to top attractions, such as Ellis
Island or the Empire State Building,
make Gray Line a one-stop shop that is
especially appealing to first-time visitors
hoping to see all of the major sites, as well
as returning travelers looking for a safe,
reliable way to traverse the city.

The Highline
Ganservoort St. to W. 34th St.
(10th & 12th Ave.)
212.206.9922
Amateur botanists and stargazers cross
paths with commuters on The Highline, a
mecca for New Yorkers and visitors alike.
Built atop an abandoned railway line, this
multi-hyphenate park / art installation
/ outdoor café / sightseeing terrace is
all things to all people: a surprisingly
quiet escape from the traffic j ust b elow;
a meandering garden path, complete with
seasonal plantings and custom pieces of
art; and a place to savor – either a glass of
wine or a new point of view on the sunset
over New York Harbor (or both).

Central Park
59th St. to 110th St.
(5th Ave. to Central Park West)
212.310.6600

NY Public Library

N

The United Nations

ew York’s many fabulous attractions run the gamut from fascinating fun (Ripley’s Believe It
or Not! Times Square) to biological beauty (Brooklyn Botanic Garden). There is something
here for everyone: kids, adults, thrill seekers and nature lovers. Of course, it’s impossible to
see everything, but with several sites clustered near each other, it’s easy to take in a nice variety.
For instance, the thrilling Top of the Rock Observation Deck at Rockefeller Center is just a stone’s
throw from the gorgeous Radio City Music Hall; neither is far from Times Square, where you can
visit the aforementioned Ripley’s, Madam Tussauds or the amazing exhibits at Discovery. The
perfect place for a breather between these sensational sites is Central Park, the city’s playground,
itself a major destination. As its name implies, the expansive park is conveniently situated, with
its lowest point just north of midtown. Go downtown for more great attractions like the High Line
and South Street Seaport, or be adventurous and head out to another borough (Brooklyn Bridge
Park, BAM).
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From a sunset stroll through the
otherworldly quiet of The Ramble to the
city’s grandest outdoor music festivals,
no place in New York offers more diverse
al fresco entertainment than Central
Park. Come summertime, nature-starved
urbanites pack the grassy Sheep’s Meadow
with picnic blankets; when it snows,
kids and kids-at-heart sled giddily down
Pilgrim Hill. The park is also home to a
world-class zoo, the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, spectacular botanical gardens,
the storied architecture of Bethesda
Terrace, and two famed restaurants: The
Boathouse and Tavern on the Green.

Ellis Island New York Harbor
(tickets via Staten Cruises)
212.363.3200
Current estimates suggest that half of
all Americans can trace their roots back
to the ornate vaulted halls on this tiny
27-acre island off the tip of Manhattan,
an immigration center turned National
Park and monument to the American
immigrant
experience.
Located
immediately beside the Statue of Liberty,
the island is accessible only via ferry and
is still home to the arrivals hall and 750bed hospital that greeted over 12 million
third-class and steerage immigrants to
New York a century ago.

EAT. DRINK. PLAY. WATCH SPORTS.
TIMES SQUARE • W 42ND STREET • 646.495.2015

Promotional. EXPIRES: 11/29/2015. Present this coupon at Front Desk to redeem. Limit one coupon per customer. Barcode valid for one use only. Minor policies vary by location – please
check www.daveandbusters.com/locations for details. Not valid with any other offers, including Eat & Play or Eat, Play, Win Combos, Half Price Games Wednesdays or any Half Price Game
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fee is $2. ($3 Times Square). NOT FOR RESALE. Only valid at Times Square location.

ATTRACTIONS
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Lincoln Center
10 Lincoln Center Plaza
(Columbus Ave.)
212.875.5456
Few spaces in the world boast the
performance pedigree of Lincoln Center,
home to the New York Philharmonic,
Metropolitan Opera, New York City
Ballet, and The Juilliard School – just to
name a few. Start your visit at the David
Rubenstein Atrium, a soaring public space
with free weekly performances, discounted
tickets to other Lincoln Center events and
a tour and information desk. From there,
explore the legendary concert halls or grab
a bite at Lincoln or American Table Cafe
and Bar. And of course, don’t miss the
iconic fountain.

MSG All Access
4 Pennsylvania Plaza (33rd St.)
212.465.6741
The All Access Tour at “The World’s Most
Famous Arena” goes beyond the famed
arena bowl, home to the Knicks and the
Rangers as well as some of the world’s most
famous concerts, to include behind-thescenes peeks at the Knicks’ and Rangers’
locker rooms, as well as VIP suites and
the sky-high Chase Bridges that overlook
the bowl. The tour also includes a closer
look at The Garden’s new retrospective,
highlighting defining moments from its
130-year history in the heart of midtown.

New York Public Library
Stephen A. Schwarzman
Building - Fifth Ave. (42nd St.)
917.275.6975
Since Ghostbusters debuted in 1984,
no visit to New York has been complete
without a glimpse of the imposing stone
lions that flank the entrance to the New
York Public Library at Bryant Park.
While it’s unlikely that you’ll be chased
out the door by a reticent spirit a la Bill
Murray and Dan Aykroyd, the landmark
Beaux-Arts building is still an exciting
sight, and hosts frequent author talks,
workshops, and classes, as well as free
rotating exhibitions of photography, art,
and more throughout the year.

Staten Island Ferry
4 South St. (Whitehall St.)
718.390.2080
Most New Yorkers won’t cop to visiting
“tourist traps,” but they’ll proudly share
their favorite scenic secret: the Staten
Island Ferry, which offers free panoramas
of the staggering lower Manhattan skyline
as the bright orange boat churns across
the harbor towards the “secret borough.”
Once there, feel free to disembark and
take in the gorgeous coastline – or hop
right back on for another gratis trip back
like the New Yorkers do. Either way, be
sure to look beyond Manhattan; the Statue
of Liberty and Governor’s Island sure are
pretty, too.

ATTR ACTI O N SPOTL I G H T
MACY'S 4TH OF JULY FIREWORKS

Macy’s first hosted a Fourth of July fireworks display in 1976, to celebrate
America’s bicentennial. Ever since, the show seems to get bigger and
better each year. This year’s show, “Brave” will be accompanied by a 25
minute score including a brand new song written by Gloria Estefan for
this occasion. Rodney Atkins, CeCe Winans and the US Air Force Band
will also provide music for the occasion. The fireworks are set off from the
Brooklyn Bridge and from barges in the East River. The show begins at
9pm, but for optimal viewing, get a spot in Brooklyn Bridge Park or on the
Lower East Side of Manhattan around 5pm. It is a show you will truly
never forget.
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Top of the Rock Observation
Deck at Rockefeller Center
30 Rockefeller Plaza
(5th & 6th Ave.)
212.698.2000
Located in the heart of Rockefeller Center,
atop the iconic Art Deco skyscraper
familiarly known as 30 Rock, Top of the
Rock’s three floors of outdoor and indoor
decks offer breathtaking panoramic views
of the city. Visit on a clear, sunny day and
wave to fellow observers on the deck of the
Empire State Building, or -- even better –
go at night, and find yourself surrounded
by the drama of the spectacularly lit
metropolis.

ENTERTAINMENT
Bronx Zoo
2300 Southern Blvd.
(E. 182nd St.)
718.367.1010
It’s hard to believe that the largest zoo
in North America is mere miles from the
human-populated zoo of Times Square,
but just north of Manhattan, you’ll find
the Bronx Zoo, home to 6,000+ animals
that range from adorable (snow leopards
and butterflies) to unusual (Komodo
dragons and king vultures). Join the fun
at a sea lion or penguin feeding daily – or
channel your inner explorer with a camel
ride, surely one of NYC’s most unusual
forms of public transportation (Pro Tip:
you really can visit the Wild Asia Plaza!)

Citi Field
123-01 Roosevelt Ave. (126th St.)
718.507.6387
Just a scenic 7 train ride away from
midtown, near where Queens meets
Long Island, the picturesque Manhattan
skyline is dwarfed by one of baseball’s
most impressive stadiums, the New York
Mets’ Citi Field. In this smartly designed
park, every concession stand features
uninterrupted sight lines of the field,
and the food and drink offerings go way
beyond traditional ballpark fare thanks
to guest chefs like Danny Meyer and
Drew Nieporent. For a truly 'Amazin'
experience, just dress in blue and orange
and root, root, root for the home team.

Coney Island
Ocean Pkwy. at Surf Ave.
Hot dogs! Mermaids! Roller coasters!
Where but Brooklyn’s famously freaky
Coney Island can amusement park diehards rub elbows with the tattooed
denizens of the boardwalk – all while
scarfing down foot-longs from Nathan’s
Famous? The annual Mermaid Parade
is the highlight of the Coney calendar,
but there’s so much more to see and do,
from a stroll along the beach to a Brooklyn
Cyclones minor league baseball game to a
thrilling ride on the original Cyclone or the
new Thunderbolt at Luna Park.

ATTRACTIONS

ENTERTAINMENT

cont.

Dave & Busters
234 W. 42nd St. (Eighth Ave.)
646.495.2015
When the streets of New York are rainy,
chilly, or simply too crowded, Dave
& Busters is a perfect escape. This
rambunctious, adult-oriented funhouse
is the arcade your 13-year-old self always
imagined: every conceivable game, from
skeeball and billiards to Temple Run and
Dizzy Chicken, plus a craving-friendly
menu of bar food favorites and a cocktail
list that includes boozy snowcones. Load
up your “player’s card” with credits or
have it all with an affordable “Eat &
Play Combo,” and forget about the Times
Square crowds at this year-round indoor
carnival.

Discovery Times Square
226 W. 44th Street,
(Broadway and 8th Ave.)
866.987.9692
With a rotating line-up of museum-style
exhibitions that range from artifacts
from the lost city of Pompeii to in-depth
analysis of the science behind Marvel’s
The Avengers, Discovery Times Square
(DTS) is a haven for visitors looking to
learn and play. The on-site cupcake shop
and café, plus complimentary bag check
for all guests, make DTS a great way to
spend a chilly or rainy day in Midtown.
Exhibitions change frequently, with a
strong focus on scientific and historic
collections, often presented in fresh,
engaging ways.

E X H IB IT SPOTL I G H T

THE HUNGER GAMES: THE EXHIBITION
Discovery Times Square

“May the odds be ever in your favor” as you transport yourself to the world
of The Hunger Games in this new immersive exhibiton. Fans will love this
showcase featuring hundreds of iconic costumes, props and set recreations
from the blockbuster films. You can trace Katniss Everdeen’s journey from
Tribute to Mockingjay as you walk through District 12, visit the Capitol,
and even get interviewed by Caeser Flickerman! Items on display include
Cinna’s sketchbook, the Mockingjay costume, and the Girl on Fire dress.
(226 West 44th Street)
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Madame Tussauds
234 W. 42nd St. (8th Ave.)
212.512.9600
Everybody wants to hang out with
celebrities
and
Madame
Tussauds
recognizes this desire with its ever-growing
assortment of startlingly lifelike wax
figures. You want to meet the president?
(Or several past ones?) No problem. Are
hot Hollywood stars more your thing?
Taylor Lautner and Robert Pattinson both
await you. Several of these figures, as well
as sports, music, and TV icons, are part of
fun interactive exhibits that really let you
get up close and personal. Prepare to be
starstruck.

Radio City Music Hall
1260 Avenue of the Americas
(50th St.)
212.465.6741
Nicknamed “The Showplace of the
Nation,” this Art Deco gem boasts an
instantly recognizable outside marquee,
a gorgeous, landmarked interior, and,
perhaps most importantly, the equally
iconic Rockettes, who perform their highkicking precision dance routines each
year during the Christmas and Spring
Spectaculars. Attend a performance or
take a behind-the-scenes tour to admire
the Great Stage with its massive Mighty
Wurlitzer pipe organ, and just soak up the
luxurious ambience of a bygone era in New
York.

QUICK TIPS

for tackling...

6. Just ask 311.
NYC has a very thorough and responsive
help line, 311 (or if you’re outside the
city, 212-NEW-YORK). They can let you
know what roads are closed, the route
of a parade or help you with any other
city or government question or concern.

3. Feeling safe.
Avoiding pick pockets is as simple as being
aware of your surroundings. Make sure
purses and bags are closed, and when
on the subway, keep them in front of you
especially if you’re standing in a crowd.

1. Hailing a taxi.
Only take rides from yellow cabs with a
medallion displayed on the hood. Look for
cabs with their top middle light on, then
raise your arm! If the middle light is off,
and the small lights on either side of the
middle light are on, then it is off duty. If
the top light is entirely off, it is occupied.
Don’t forget to tip, roughly 15% or more.

7. Tipping smart.
Tipping is customary in NYC, and should
ideally be done with cash, not on a card.
Here’s a rough guide: Waitstaff, 20%.
Bartender, $1/drink. Coatroom attendant, $1-2/coat. Valet, $2 - $5 for each
trip. Washroom attendant, 50 cents to
$1. Hotel doorman, $1/bag for help with
luggage and $1/person for hailing a cab.
Hotel housekeeper, $2 - $5 per night.
Hotel concierge, $5+ for getting you
tickets or reservations. Tour Guides,
$5 - 10 for giving helpful information
and entertainment during your tour.

8. Succeed on the subway.
The subway is an extremely efficient
and affordable way to explore the city,
but it can sometimes be confusing. Look
for a map on each platform and ask,
ask, ask! New Yorkers know the subway
like the back of their hand and are quick
to help point you in the right direction.

2. Typical taxi troubles.
It’s not just tourists who may get unfair
treatment from taxis when asking to go
to the airport, or to the outer boroughs.
Remember, it’s in your Passenger Bill of
Rights that a cab must take you anywhere
in the 5 boroughs, including the airport.
To prevent lost items, take note of the taxi
ID number (it’s also on your credit card
receipt!). To file a complaint or attempt
to recover lost items, call (212) 692-8294.

4. Stay in step.
The energy of the city is what makes it
wonderful. Keep things moving smoothly by stepping to the side of the sidewalk
when consulting a map. And just like on
the road, slower walkers should keep right.

5. Restroom 411.
We’ve all been there: enjoying a day
in the city, but in need of a restroom.
Most coffee shops are an easy place
to find a restroom, but also consider museums or hotels for quick relief!
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9. North, South, East...What?
It’s nice that NYC is on a grid, but it can
still be tricky figuring out which way is
which. Streets run East/West, and get
higher as they go North. Avenues run
North/South and get higher as they go
West. Another tip that works about 99%
of the time is that the odd numbered avenues run downtown (South) and the even
numbered avenues run uptown (North)!

THE BIG APPLE!
NYCMONTHLY.COM
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Situated just north of Midtown East, the
Upper East Side (UES) displays a polish and
elegance that’s earned it the apt title “Silk
Stocking District.” While home to many of the
city’s affluent and powerful, the UES is also
home to the brilliant “Museum Mile,” spanning Fifth Avenue, roughly from 82nd-105th
Street. Flanked by the beauty of Central
Park, this stretch boasts some of the city’s finest museums like the Guggenheim Museum
and the Jewish Museum. In addition to museums, the UES also offers exquisite, high-end
shopping. Visit the ultra-lux, 2-story Agent
Provocateur for a range of lingerie, including
nice little lacy French options as well as more
naughty, crystal-studded pieces. Even the
dining exhibits an unparalleled sophistication, as seen at Daniel Boulud’s Cafe Boulud
which masters the art of seasonal, French
delicacies. The UES exudes all aspects of the
good life, so go, wander and feel grand.

From the lively commercial areas of Midtown
West up to the picturesque blocks of the Upper
West Side (UWS), the west side of Manhattan
is as ideal for a big night out as it is for a quiet
parkside stroll. First-class NYC establishments
like Carnegie Hall and Lincoln Center hold
stately positions in Midtown West, as do hip new
modern attractions like the Hudson Hotel, with
its numerous bars, chic lounge and fabulous
restaurant. Columbus Circle offers premium
shopping right at the southwest corner of Central
Park, which, in all its pastoral glory, serves as a
beautiful transition from the midtown buzz to the
revered UWS. Brownstones and tree-lined streets
mark this neighborhood as a favorite place to live,
and attractions like the American Museum of
Natural History make it a neighborhood rich with
history and culture. Plentiful restaurants make it
easy to meander these neighborhoods, so whether
you’re after the shops, museums or a view of the
park...the west side is where to be.
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CENTRAL PARK

HARLEM

The crown jewel of Manhattan, Central Park
is an epic landscape of rolling hills, wide
open meadows, wooded forests, creeks, ponds,
rocky outcrops and enchanting restaurants
and attractions. Between 1821-1855 the
population of New York had nearly quadrupled, which meant what few natural, open
spaces existed were certainly soon overrun.
In part a response to the growing need for
a natural escape (and an alternative to the
saloons!), Central Park was developed as the
largest landscaped public park in the country,
topping out at roughly 700 acres. More accurately considered a cultural hub, it boasts an
outdoor amphitheater hosting “Shakespeare
in the Park” during summer, Wollman Ice
Rink in the winter, a zoo year-round along
with countless other seasonal destinations.
With so much history and so many natural
wonders, a tour is well worth the time. But
even without a tour, just taking 5 steps into
the wonderland of Central Park acquaints you
with an entirely new city...that built of towering trees, babbling brooks, busy creatures
and hidden gems at every turn.

Unlike any other area of Manhattan, the
northernmost neighborhoods of Harlem,
Morningside Heights and East Harlem
offer an eclectic landscape of musical
history, African American culture and
vibrant restaurants and shopping. In
Morningside Heights, don’t miss the
awe-inspiring Cathedral of St. John
the Divine, the fourth largest Christian
Church in the world. Restaurants are
just as incredible in these neighborhoods,
like the waterfront Hudson River Cafe,
and just west into Harlem, the legendary
Dinosaur BBQ. Historic jazz venues make
these neighborhoods unrivaled nightlife
destinations; grab tickets to a show at
the ever-amazing Cotton Club or the
Apollo Theater. Then shop the many new
boutiques in the area, like Swing, which
exhibits contemporary, designer apparel,
accessories and home furnishings. By both
embracing the past and writing the future,
Harlem and its surrounding neighborhoods
will both inspire and impress you like no
other neighborhoods can.
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While there are several subsects of
Midtown West, broadly speaking
there are many famed landmarks
located throughout this part of
town. Many may not realize – given
its omnipresent status in this city
– that the Empire State Building
is located here at 34th and Fifth
Avenue. As you head southwest it’s
almost impossible not to hear the
roars of a cheering crowd coming
from Madison Square Garden
during a Knicks home game. Stop
along the way at Legends for classic
New York fare with a museum-like
atmosphere, which is dedicated
to honoring the people, places,
and characters that have made
New York legendary. The high
energy and intersecting location of
Midtown West makes it a bustling
thoroughfare to some of the most
interesting neighborhoods in
Manhattan.

The heart of the city and often
dubbed the “Crossroads of the
World,” Times Square is never
short on color or culture. Earning
its name after the New York Times
moved its headquarters there,
Times Square has flourished as a
cultural hub of the city, abuzz with
roughly 39 million visitors each
year. For world-class cuisine, Wolfgang’s Steakhouse is renowned for
a signature porterhouse and extensive wine list. Big and small shops
abound, like premium US retailers
including the GAP, American Eagle
and the cosmetic mecca Sephora.
For a unique boutique selection,
visit W Hotels and the Store for
chic and stylish wares including
Michael Kors watches, designer
handbags and spa products from
the downtown brand, Bliss. For
shopping, strolling, dining or just
asking in the bright lights...Times
Square may be both the city’s heart,
and soul.

Once a quaint residential neighborhood, Chelsea has since flourished
into a hub of cultural and commercial activity. The diverse population
gives way beautifully to a diverse
neighborhood, filled with premium
shops as well as some of the most
provocative art galleries and attractions. At the corner of 23rd and
5th, don’t miss the iconic Flatiron
building, in classic Gothic style.
And for beauty with a contemporary twist, visit the many Chelsea
galleries nestled between Tenth and
Eleventh Avenues, from 18th-28th
Streets. For food lovers, Chelsea
Market is continually stocked with
gourmet foods, including local,
artisanal and small-batch finds.
And the nearby High Line park is
as much an art installation as it
is a public park. For cutting-edge
galleries to contemporary boutiques,
Chelsea is perhaps the city’s most
homey neighborhood…with impeccable style.
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FASHION
DISTRICT

GRAMERCY/
MURRAY HILL

Roughly just one square mile,
the Fashion District is brimming
with some of the world’s very
best fashion manufacturers
and showrooms. Since the early
20thcentury, this neighborhood
has exhibited a landmark creative
spirit, evident in its designer labels,
fabric wholesalers and wide range
of trimmings. As seen on the hit
show “Project Runway,” the popular
Mood Fabrics offers incredible
luxury and imported fabrics. And
of course Macy’s flagship store in
this area is both a city landmark
as well as a hotbed for designer
fashion. Bryant Park resides as a
neighborhood centerpiece, having
hosted countless Fashion Week
events and offering visitors an
artfully, historic park to explore.
From casual strolling to exquisite
shopping, the Fashion District has a
way of never going out of style.

Often considered the city’s
best-kept-secret neighborhoods,
Gramercy and Murray Hill
impress both residents and visitors
with their scenic gardens and
lively cuisine. The crown jewel of
Gramercy is undoubtedly Gramercy
Park, the lush and exclusive
gated park. Wander its edge and
notice the gorgeous townhomes
surrounding it, some with original
gas-lit lamps at the entrance.
The grace and sophistication of
Gramercy extends to its shops and
restaurants, especially the noted
Gramercy Tavern and the retailer
of upscale menswear, Rothman’s.
Just north of 34th Street lies
Murray Hill, a neighborhood
characterized by a world of culinary
options. Whether you’re in the
mood for a steak at the popular
Wolfgang’s steakhouse or out to
sample one of the many fabulous
Indian restaurants along Lexington
Avenue, Gramercy and Murray Hill
have it all.

MIDTOWN EAST
Packed proudly with some of the
world’s most iconic buildings and
incredible retailers, Midtown East
offers a perfect balance of spectacle
and shopping. Start your tour with
a visit to Grand Central Terminal
which has been astounding travelers and locals alike since 1871.
Nearby, the Chrysler Building is
yet another landmark attraction,
with impeccable art deco styling.
Meandering north along Fifth
Avenue will bring you to even more
sites and exceptional retailers,
including Rockefeller Center and St.
Patrick’s Cathedral, as well as Bergdorf Goodman and Saks. Dining in
Midtown East is just as dazzling as
sightseeing, with Fresco by Scotto
serving up refined Italian cuisine
from one of NYC’s favorite celebrity
families and BLT Steak mastering French-inspired steakhouse
favorites. With old-world beauty
and modern-day flair, Midtown East
remains one of Manhattan’s most
marvelous areas to roam.
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DOWNTOWN

WEST VILLAGE/
GREENWICH
VILLAGE
Literary legend and cinematic
wonder endure in every cobblestone
of the West Village and Greenwich
Village. Having nurtured the likes
of Dylan Thomas, John Steinbeck
and Bob Dylan, these neighborhoods
have fostered some of the most
influential artists, and to this day
they continue to foster families,
cafes, shops and so much more.
Don’t miss Washington Square Park
at the heart of Greenwich Village,
dominated by the 1892 Washington
Arch. Extending west of Seventh
Avenue, the West Village exhibits
a polished lineup of high-end
shops, including the playfully chic
handbags and clothing from Marc
Jacobs. There are no neighborhoods
more enjoyable to get lost in than
these two.
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SOHO/TRIBECA

FINANCIAL

Chic would be an understatement.
As the city’s forerunners of style
and fashion, SoHo and TriBeCa
are neighborhoods that exude
excellence and aspiration. Whether
you’re hunting down celebrities or
stilettos, SoHo is the place to be.
Short for “South of Houston,” this
area is marked by landmark castiron architecture and unparalleled
shopping. The newer outpost of
the NYC legend, Bloomingdale’s,
curates the finest in downtown
fashion, while Balthazar continues
to awe crowds with its Parisian-inspired menu and top-notch pastry.
Short for “Triangle Below Canal
Street,” TriBeCa resides just south
of Canal Street, offering equally as
glamorous shopping and upscale
dining. The Tribeca Grand hotel remains a magnet for the well-heeled
and jet-set, with a stellar menu and
cocktails, and Nobu continues to
wow with Latin-infused Japanese
cuisine.

You need not be a finance enthusiast to see the appeal of this
energetic and historic neighborhood.
Occupying the southernmost tip of
Manhattan, the Financial District is
characterized by stoic and stunning
architecture, winding roads and the
city’s most significant attractions.
At the site of the former World
Trade Center, the 9/11 Memorial
provides a reflective tribute to those
lost in the 2001 and 1993 attacks.
While nearby the hauntingly
beautiful Trinity Church has been a
landmark of faith and history since
1696. In addition to the powerful
sense of history, there’s an electricity unique to the Financial District.
Many shop its classic retailers
like Canali for well-tailored suits
and chic weekend wear. And both
financial workers and visitors alike
flock to the area’s famous eateries
like MarkJoseph Steakhouse (261
Water St.).

CHINATOWN

LITTLE ITALY

Magnificently resistant to
gentrification, Chinatown is an
attraction in and of itself. Bordered
roughly to the north by Broome
Street, south by Worth Street,
west by Lafayette Street and east
by Allen Street, Chinatown is a
small pocket that is alive with
authenticity. Many buildings are
original tenements, some over
100 years old. The best way to
experience Chinatown is to do
as the locals do. Explore colorful
corner markets, packed with
rare and imported goods. Dine
on freshly baked pork buns at a
crowded café, and enjoy every ounce
of the unaltered identity of this
great neighborhood. Restaurant
mainstays still draw big crowds,
like Joe’s Ginger which serves up
succulent, juicy soup dumplings.
Teeming with tradition and spirited
with exciting shops and cuisine,
Chinatown is a tourist must.

Nestled just above Chinatown,
Little Italy resides proudly as a
small yet vibrant community of true
Italian tradition. Defined roughly
to the north by Houston, south by
Broome Street, west by Lafayette
Street and east by Chrystie Street,
Little Italy’s heart and soul centers
around Mulberry and Elizabeth
Streets. Be transported back in time
with the smell of brick-oven pizzas
and fresh zeppole and cannoli, or
settle in at a small sidewalk table
for a hearty glass of chianti as you
watch people stroll by. Little Italy
makes you feel a world away, and
yet remarkably, right at home.
Don’t miss Albanese Meats for
Italian fare and delicacies, owned
by Little Italy native Moe Albanese.
And for an old-world atmosphere
and some of the best baked clams
in the city, nothing compares to
Umberto’s Clam House. While a
visit in September will afford you
the beloved Feast of San Gennaro
Festival, Little Italy has the ability
to charm your senses and steal your
heart every single day of the year.

EAST VILLAGE/
LOWER EAST SIDE
Both the Lower East Side (LES) and
the East Village are steeped in NYC
heritage. Once a densely populated
tenement town, the LES is now a
lively mix of old and new, bordered
roughly by Houston, Chrystie Street
and the East River. Fashion-forward
boutiques commingle with classic
delis and clubs pour music into
the street well into the wee hours.
Just north of Houston Street lies
the East Village, bordered roughly
by 14th Street, Broadway and the
East River. It is home to an exciting
range of boutiques and a world of
cuisine, including a few of David
Chang’s world-class Momofuku
restaurants, Momofuku Noodle Bar
and the ultra-exclusive Momofuku
Ko which only offers one fixed-price
menu and takes online reservations
the day before. Explore both areas
and see why New Yorkers consider
their downtown neighborhoods so
uniquely cool.
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GETTING TO AND FROM THE AIRPORT
Getting to the Airports
from Manhattan

To JFK
By Private Shuttle:
Travelers can also call ahead for a door
to door shuttle. Go Airlink NYC: Share
ride Shuttle or Sedan and SUV (877-5998200). Remember it is courteous to tip
your driver for their service.

By Public Transit:
There are three rail routes to JFK from
Manhattan. Travelers could catch the
LIRR train from Penn Station to LIRR’s
Jamaica hub, which takes 20 minutes.
From there take the JFK Airport Airtrain
on the upper level. Travelers could also
take the E train from Penn Station or the
many other E train stations in Manhattan to the Sutphin Station from where
connection to the JFK AirTrain is available. Travelers could also take the A train
from Penn Station or the many other A
train stations in Manhattan to the Howard Beach station from where connection
to the JFK AirTrain is available.

By Taxi:
Taxis are available around town 24/7. It
is a metered fare plus tolls to the airport.
There is no flat rate available going to
JFK.

To LaGuardia
By Private Shuttle:
Travelers can call ahead for a door to
door shuttle. Go Airlink NYC: Share ride
Shuttle or Sedan and SUV (877-5998200). Keep in mind that the shuttle
could be picking up other parties, too.
Remember it is courteous to tip your
driver for their service.

By Public Transit:
The M60 SBS (Select Bus Service) takes
travelers directly into LaGuardia terminals and has 4 bus stations in uptown
Manhattan. Travelers can catch the M60
SBS bus at the 125th Street 4, 5 and 6
train stop as well as the 125th Street 2
and 3 train stop and the 125th A, B, C
and D train stop as well as 116th Street
1 train stop. With the M60 SBS, use one
of the machines located at each stop to
pay before boarding the bus, or you could
be subject to a hefty fine. The Q70 runs
non-stop between the Roosevelt Ave/74th
St. subway station and LGA, and can be
reached by taking the 7 train to the 74th
Street train stop in Queens.

By Taxi:
Taxis are available around town 24/7. It is
a metered fare plus tolls to the airport.

88
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To Newark
By Private Shuttle:
Travelers can call ahead to book a shuttle
to take them from their door to Newark.
Go Airlink NYC: Share ride Shuttle or Sedan and SUV (877-599-8200). Be advised
that other parties may also be picked up
along the way. Remember it is courteous
to tip your driver for their service.

By Public Transit:
Travelers can take the PATH train,
which is accessed at Penn Station, to the
Newark Penn Station stop which connects
to the #62 Bus or the Air Train.

By Taxi:
Taxis are available around town 24/7. It
is a metered fare plus return tolls and a
$15 surcharge for a NYC Taxi to Newark
Airport
EXPRESS BUS TO ALL AIRPORTS:

NYC Airporter provides a scheduled
express bus service from Grand Central
Terminal, the Port Authority Bus Terminal and Penn Station to all New York Airports. Affordable fares starting at $12.50
one-way, $22 round-trip. Connections to
Newark Airport available from the New
York Airports for $24 per person. There
is also an inter-airport shuttle operating
between LGA and JFK Airports. Buses
depart every 30 minutes to and from the
Airports, 5 AM to 11:30 PM. Buy your
tickets online and save at NYCAirporter.
com. For more info, call 718-777-5111.
Travelers can call ahead for a shared
door-to-door shuttle.

Getting to Manhattan

From JFK
By Private Shuttle:
Travelers can catch a private shuttle
outside of the terminals that will take
them into Manhattan. Go Airlink NYC:
Share ride Shuttle or Sedan and SUV
(877-599-8200). Remember it is courteous
to tip your driver for their service.

By Public Transit:
The JFK AirTrain transports passengers
from the airport to a connecting train
which then takes travelers into Manhattan. The AirTrain has two stops. The
Howard Beach station has a connection
to the A train. If taking the A train, be
sure to only take the A train marked
“Far Rockaway” not “Lefferts Boulevard”.
Riders can connect to the E, J and Z
trains as well as the LIRR at the Sutphin
Boulevard station in Jamaica. The LIRR
takes riders to Penn Station from Jamaica in just under 40 minutes. Travelers
can get from the airport to Manhattan for
as low as $7.25.

By Taxi:
Flat Fare from John F. Kennedy (JFK)
Airport: For trips between (to and from)
Manhattan and JFK International Airport, the flat fare is $52.00 plus any tolls
using Rate Code 2 on the meter. A NY
State Tax Surcharge of $.50 will be added
to each trip.
If passengers request multiple stops, the
flat rate of $52.00 will be collected at the
first stop in either Manhattan or JFK
International Airport, and the meter will
be activated at Rate Code 1 (standard city
rate) for the remainder of the trip. The
metered fare should be collected at the
last stop, from the last passenger.
All trips between JFK International
Airport and New York City destinations
other than Manhattan will use that
standard metered rate.

From LaGuardia
By Private Shuttle:
Travelers can catch a private shuttle
outside of the terminals that will take
them into Manhattan. Go Airlink NYC:
Share ride Shuttle or Sedan and SUV
(877-599-8200). It is courteous to tip your
driver. Remember it is courteous to tip
your driver for their service.

By Public Transit:
Travelers can hop on the M60 SBS
(Select Bus Service) which has transfers
available along its route to the 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, A, C, D, Q, and N trains, all of which
transports travelers to their desired
location around town. Travelers could
also hop on the Q70 Bus which offers connections to the E, M, F, R and 7 trains.

By Taxi:
Taxis are available outside of every terminal for a metered fare, plus tolls.

From Newark
By Private Shuttle:
Travelers can catch a private shuttle
outside of the terminals that will take
them into Manhattan. Go Airlink NYC:
Share ride Shuttle or Sedan and SUV
(877-599-8200). Remember it is courteous
to tip your driver for their service.

By Public Transit:
The #62 bus ($1.25) stops at each terminal and takes travelers to the NJ Transit
($3.75) which then connects travelers to
New York City trains at Penn Station.
The Air Train offers connecting service
to NJ Transit as well as Amtrak trains
which both bring travelers into Manhattan.

By Taxi:
Taxis are available to Manhattan outside
of every terminal for a metered fare,
approximately $50-75.

OWN the ROOM TO GROW.

OUR NEWLY RELEASED 3-, 4- AND 5-BEDROOM

RESIDENCES HAVE BEEN THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED FOR 21ST-CENTURY LIVING. LUXURY AMENITIES
INCLUDE A HALF-ACRE PRIVATE PARK, INDOOR SWIMMING POOL AND ROOFTOP TERRACE. CELEBRATE
LIFE IN CARNEGIE HILL, MOMENTS FROM CENTRAL PARK.

OWN your LIFESTYLE.

N E W I N V E N T O R Y AVA I L A B L E
1 BEDROOMS FROM $930,000 | 2 BEDROOMS FROM $1,625,000
3 BEDROOMS FROM $2,200,000 | 4 & 5 BEDROOMS FROM $2,975,000 TO $4,985,000
ON-SITE SALES & DESIGN CENTER OPEN DAILY | 212•777•9494 | CarnegiePark.com

Exclusive Marketing and Sales Agents: Related Sales and Corcoran Sunshine Marketing Group The complete offering terms are in an offering
plan available from the Sponsor. File No. CD14-0124. Sponsor: Carnegie Park Tower LLC, 60 Columbus Circle, New York, NY 10023. Equal Housing Opportunity.

200 EAST 94TH STREET

